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Sustainability lies 
at the heart of 
PCIAW®.

As the trade association for the 

global professional clothing industry, 

PCIAW® is proud to represent the 

manufacturers, distributors, buyers, 

and suppliers across the entire 

supply chain for corporatewear, 

workwear and personal protective 

equipment (PPE).

The global professional clothing 

industry is a complex and highly 

technical market, governed by strict 

regulations due to the lifesaving 

nature of workwear and PPE. 

Across the world, uniforms provide 

status, branding, and authority to 

millions of people represented in 

the workforce. However, many do 

not fully understand the intricate 

guidelines and complexities 

inherent in professional clothing.

I worked closely with Adam 

Mansell, CEO, UKFT to connect 

experienced manufacturers and 

suppliers of PPE to the UK Cabinet 

Office throughout the pandemic 

to aid their procurement strategy, 

advocate for reusable PPE and 

represent key businesses within 

the professional clothing industry. 

The PCIAW® also made use of its industry-specific knowledge to 

contribute towards and inform the National Audit Office (NAO) 

report.

Durability and longevity is key to the professional clothing 

industry. However, it is imperative that all research and 

development initiatives understand the importance of designing 

for effective end-of-life reuse and recycling.

It is exactly for this reason that PCIAW® has created the 

circular textiles report, which provides a guiding principle to 

governments, universities, and the wider professional clothing 

and textiles industry. 

The journey towards a sustainable future
The ‘Circular Textiles for a Sustainable Future’ report is a vital, 

first of its kind resource for the professional clothing and 

textiles industry’s journey towards a sustainable future. It not 

only surveys the current state of the textiles industry as one 

the largest polluters in the world, 

but offers hopeful case studies 

showing remarkable dynamism 

and innovation in circularity and 

recyclability from key players 

around the world.

As a proud Founding Signatory 

of Textiles 2030, PCIAW® is 

committed to educating the 

industry on how to design-in 

circularity and advocate for 

investment in advanced recycling 

infrastructure.

I’d like to take this opportunity 

to thank everyone who offered 

their valuable contributions to this 

substantive report on the state of 

textiles circularity.

I also want to thank my hard-

working team at PCIAW® who went 

above and beyond to ensure that 

this report was completed: our 

Editor: Declan Osborn, Editorial 

Assistant: Samia Majid, and Graphic Designer: Geoff Platt.

I hope that the industry embraces this change and adopts 

meaningful measures to finally close the loop in textiles, 

ending our current wasteful model of take, make and 

dispose. 

We must start our sustainability journey today.

Yvette Ashby
Founder and CEO of PCIAW® 

The Circular Textiles for a Sustainable 
Future Report is inspired by the 
UK’s presidency of the COP26 UN 
Climate Summit, which will drive 
action to combat climate change. 
Through our collaboration with 
WRAP’s Textiles 2030 and Business 
in the Community (BITC), PCIAW® is 
elevating the conversation around 
circularity and recyclability to 
secure a brighter future.

Forewords



use, and recycle, the textile industry will continue polluting, 

sending millions of garments to landfill and expedite the 

destructive effects of climate change. The new ways of working 

need to become second nature, for the sake future generations.

I, therefore, commend this report to you all, on behalf of PCIAW® 

in cooperation with BITC and WRAP. I thank all the contributors 

who have given their time and expertise to support the 

education of the sector, as we tackle the issues that confront us.

Pertinent in the debate of the state of the textiles industry is the 

‘race to the bottom’ attitude and so 

rightly identified as the elephant in 

the room, ‘cost’.

Delivering a circular economy that is 

sustainable means that it is going to 

cost more until we can collectively 

deliver economies of scale. As 

Harold Tillman CBE, Enterprise and 

Business Advisor for the London 

College of Fashion and British 

Fashion Council so rightly points 

out, education is key to designing 

out waste. If you design in waste at 

the beginning, that’s what you get: 

waste! Instead, we must design for 

re-use from the very beginning.

A big thank you to Yvette and the 

PCIAW® team for the hours of effort 

in pulling this all together.

I hope you find this Circular 

Textiles report both insightful 

and educational. Sustainability 

is an often-used buzzword these days, but we, in our sector, 

ignore the 

consequences

of inaction at 

our peril.

The textile industry 
has changed 
significantly over 

the forty years that I have 
been involved.

Looking back at my time as the CEO of 

the UK Fashion and Textile Association 

(UKFT) up to the present day, as the 

Chairman of the Professional Clothing 

Industry Association Worldwide 

(PCIAW®), I can see how the 

mindset of the industry has changed 

with a real and genuine focus on 

sustainability.

I can recall the lack of understanding 

of the effects of our consumption 

and how we treated waste when I 

was growing up in the 1950s and 60s. 

We simply put ‘everything’ in the bin, 

never stopping to think where it went. 

We didn’t separate food waste, glass, 

paper, textiles, and while plastics 

existed, the use of it was infinitesimally 

small compared to today.

But things have 
changed.
Nowadays, of course, we recycle our 

waste - it has become second nature, 

as we separate key components, 

particularly plastics which have 

become all-pervasive. There is a 

growing demand in the second-hand clothing market with an 

abundance of charity shops on the high streets and online 

retailers selling pre-owned garments. Now we can even rent 

outfits, and there are now significant numbers of charity banks 

for clothing and footwear donations for those in need.

We might think - so far so good.
However, the textile industry is on a journey and unless we 

actively change the way in which we think, design, manufacture, 
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John Miln
Chairman, PCIAW®

The textile industry is on a journey 
and unless we actively change the 
way in which we think, design, 
manufacture, use, and recycle, 
the textile industry will continue 
polluting, sending millions of 
garments to landfill and expedite 
the destructive effects of climate 
change. The new ways of working 
need to become second nature, for 
the sake future generations.

Sustainability is an often-used 
buzzword these days, but 
we, in our sector, ignore the 
consequences of inaction at our 
peril.



technology can conceive. One in which products are designed to 

be long-lasting, can be repaired and reused, and then recycled 

back into textiles at the end of their life. Professional clothing 

may tick the box on durability, but we need to see it close the 

loop on fibres.

Collaboration is key in driving the systemic transformation 

needed and WRAP warmly welcomes the PCIAW®’s important 

contribution in highlighting the critical role of circularity in the 

sector’s future.

There are significant challenges in bringing about such change, 

requiring innovation and piloting to be adopted across the supply 

chain. 

Time is running out and Governments, investors and customers 

are demanding action on the climate imperative like never before. 

It is time to be part of the solution, and not the problem.
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COVID-19 has 
reminded us of the 
critical and intrinsic 

role played by PPE, 
uniforms and workwear in 
supporting the wellbeing 
and identity of our key 
workers 

But as well as providing safety and dignity, professional clothing 

also has a significant and stubborn environmental impact. 11.6 

million people in the UK are supplied professional clothing and 

90% of workwear goes to landfill. This is driven by a complex 

set of problems from blended fibres and company branding 

make recycling difficult; demand for low prices squeezing out 

more sustainable options; and a lack of large-scale sustainable 

recycling infrastructure.

We have been pleased to work with PCIAW to begin to 

bring about change. By working with large scale buyers of 

professional clothing, and a range of supply chain partners, 

the barriers to sustainability have been identified along with 

their solutions. This report from PCIAW® offers insight into 

the systems that need to change to create a fairer and more 

sustainable marketplace for 

professional clothing and will be a 

valuable resource for the industry 

as it faces into increased pressure 

from government, customers and 

investors to reduce its negative 

impacts.

Peter Belk
Circular Economy Director, Business in the Community

Dr. David Moon
Head of Business Collaboration, Textiles 2030: 

Sustainable Textiles Action Plan, WRAP 

It is damaging, accounting for more 

greenhouse gas emissions than the 

UK, France and Germany combined. It is greedy, using enormous 

amounts of water in countries facing shortage; and it is wasteful: 

with mountains of textile waste being buried or burnt every year. 

The workwear sector plays a part in this picture, and although 

it makes up less than 2% of the UK clothing market, it creates a 

significant impact, with 90% of used workwear sent to landfill 

and incineration, compared to around one-third for clothing 

overall. This must change. We need to shift from a ‘take-make-

dispose’ approach to a circular system. One where products and 

materials are used and reused as long as human ingenuity and 

The world is waking up 
to the unsustainable 
cost of clothing 

and textiles on our planet 
at current levels of 
consumption. 



A report of this 
magnitude by 
PCIAW® must be seen 

as a major contribution in 
strengthening the knowledge 
embedded within the 
network of professionals 
who both create and work 

with textiles, within our global fashion and 
professional clothing industry.
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Harold Tillman, CBE

The education of fashion and textiles students is the key 

to ensuring that a knowledge and understanding of circular 

textiles is integral to everyone joining the industry, and this 

is an area of expertise that has been championed by London 

College of Fashion, UAL for over a decade. Its students, as with 

the majority of fashion students across the UK, now produce 

their collections with an understanding and integration of 

recycling, up-cycling and sustainability at the core of their 

work. 

The British Fashion Council champions and supports emerging 

and existing designers by presenting them during London 

Fashion Week events across the year. 

Common Objective (CO) has established itself as the go-to 

website for suppliers, buyers and students to research, meet 

and better understand how to improve and grow sustainability 

within the industry. 

All three of these organisations are close to my heart, and 

I’m delighted that this report is helping to endorse their hard 

work.

They are all helping to raise the awareness and importance of 

textile circularity to all those engaged in today’s industry. 

Photo credit: Alistair Guy

Professional clothing 
is considered 
a reflection of 

consumer awareness 
and actions in the face 
of changing needs and 
requirements in the world. 

César Araújo

The textiles industry involves the work of many qualified 

people and it is through knowledge of the past that it 

designs the construction of its future. Right now, the textiles 

industry is experiencing profound changes, increasingly 

focused on the importance of ethical and sustainable 

practices. In this sense, PCIAW® is developing a very 

important report that aims to find the balance between the 

ecosystem of industries and the environment. Awareness 

of sustainability in the textiles industry is increasing and, 

therefore, reducing, reusing and recycling materials and 

energy are the main goals of textiles companies.

We believe that, with the appropriate investment in a 

project focused on 

sustainability and 

circular economy, we 

will be more innovative 

and competitive than 

ever before, and better 

suited to respond 

to the social and 

environmental needs 

that are currently so 

important.

PCIAW® Board Director, Calvelex Founder
and President of ANIVEC / APIV

Enterprise and Business Advisor, London College of Fashion (UAL)
The British Fashion Council  |  Common Objective (CO)
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As a non-profit trade association, PCIAW® 

is committed to providing education 
and representation to professional 

clothing businesses across the globe. 

Offering a unified voice, PCIAW® provides our members with an 

international platform to share knowledge and experience for 

the benefit of the entire industry. PCIAW® provides an inclusive 

springboard for future innovation for the benefit of our members. 

The Uniform Buyers’ Network Match Making Service is the latest 

addition to a collection of invaluable resources. It offers unique 

opportunities to PCIAW® Trusted Members by connecting buyers 

with compatible suppliers, who are ready to achieve sustainability 

targets. The PCIAW® Buyers Guide is an expert document 

detailing each aspect of the tendering process, whilst our Guide 

to the Rules of Origin helps PCIAW® Trusted Members navigate 

the complex post-Brexit trading rules. 

PCIAW® connects a worldwide network of 

manufacturers, distributors, buyers and suppliers 

to inspire positive change on a broader, industry-

wide level.

A first of its kind report into 
creating circular textiles

PCIAW® is creating this report on circular textiles 

to drive the transition of professional clothing 

towards a sustainable future. Without intervention, 

the professional clothing and wider textile industry 

will continue on its environmentally damaging 

path requiring an ever-increasing demand for 

raw materials, many of which are dependent on 

non-renewable sources. Only through education 

can PCIAW® help steer the professional clothing 

industry towards a circular economy.

With the help of Business in the Community (BITC) 

and the professional clothing industry, Circular 

Textiles for a Sustainable Future will outline 

the current facilities for recycling technologies 

and renewable energy to guide the government-

backed Textiles 2030 initiative. 
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The objective of this report is to educate students, garment 

technologists, designers and manufacturers on how to dispose 

of textiles, so they can effectively understand how to design-in 

circularity. 

Facilitating international collaboration
The highly anticipated PCIAW® Summit, Network & Awards 
brings together the industry’s influential thought leaders and 
innovators to showcase the latest developments from the 
professional clothing supply chain. The most important date in 
the industry’s calendar, the international guestlist will discuss 
the most pressing issues of our time, including sustainability 
and circularity. The PCIAW® Awards champions businesses and 
individuals who surpass expectations with innovative designs, 
garments and technology. 

PCA VISION: revitalising the industry with 
student talent

PCA VISION is a competition of global proportions 

hosted at the PCIAW® Summit, Networking & 

Awards to enrich the educational opportunities of 

student designers, nurturing talent and ingenuity 

in creative and practical ways.

In recognition of the necessity of transitioning to 

a sustainable circular textiles industry, PCIAW® 

plans to embed the principles of circularity 

into the design brief of PCA VISION 2022, 

inspiring the upcoming generation of student 

designers to always ask: how will this garment 

be recycled?

For PCA VISION’s first ever circular brief, 

wear2wearTM has enthusiastically pledged to 

produce and distribute the design of the 2022 

winner. The student designers of PCA VISION 

2022 will need to display creative ingenuity 

with recycled fabrics and degradable 

components, delivering commercial viability in 

addition to adhering to a circular brief in order 

to see their creation sold on the professional 

clothing market. 

The Professional Clothing Industry Association Worldwide (PCIAW®) is a member-
driven organisation dedicated exclusively to the global workwear, corporatewear 
and personal protective equipment (PPE) sectors, across the entire supply chain. 

D E S I G N  AWA R D S
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The PCIAW® encompasses the thriving 
corporatewear, workwear, and personal 
protective equipment (PPE) sectors 

across the world. 

Over half of the UK’s working population wears some form of 

professional clothing, uniform or accessory. Corporatewear, 

workwear and PPE is visibly used in all walks of life by millions 

of people every single day.

• You would not see firefighters entering a burning 

building without being fully kitted-out in PPE.

• You would not see construction workers onsite 

without wearing hi-vis workwear and hardhats.

• You would not see airhosts aboard an aircraft 

without wearing a stylish corporate uniform.

• You would not see taxi drivers transporting 

passengers without displaying a professional 

identity card.

WRAP estimates 90% of professional clothing goes into 

landfill, whilst less than 1% of clothing material is reused 

to make new textiles.

It is therefore critical to understand how to dispose of these 

garments to begin designing-in circularity for a sustainable 

future.

Corporatewear
Corporatewear is the 

most design-driven 

market, reflecting company 

brand and identity in a 

sophisticated, elegant style. 

Corporatewear includes 

high-end luxury uniforms for 

the world’s most prestigious 

companies and high-class establishments such as airlines, 

banks, travel companies, events services and the hospitality 

sectors, events services and the hospitality industry. 

Workwear
Workwear is 

designed for specialist 

professional sectors, 

featuring structured 

garments with technical 

protection and optimal 

functionality to help 

workers carry out 

their jobs in industrial 

sectors like construction, rail, oil and gas. A significant portion 

of workwear is made from polyester or polycotton blends, for 

example hi-vis jackets and utility trousers.

PPE
Personal Protective 

Equipment covers 

life-saving products 

that must conform to 

strict regulatory and 

monitoring standards, 

like The Personal 

Protective Equipment 

Regulations 2016/425. 

PPE refers to any item that protects wearers from the skin 

outwards and from head to toe, against workplace health and 

safety risks.

Accessories
Accessories are 

separate additions to 

garments that require 

individual production 

and manufacturing 

procedures. They are 

integral components 

that offer functionality, 

comfort, and optimised fit to finished garments. Accessories 

may include trims, zippers, toggles, buttons, and labels that 

also require separate end-of-life procedures

The key sectors of the 
professional clothing 

industry
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A legacy of
collaboration:
achieving more

together



In PCIAW®’s efforts to drive the sustainable 
development of the professional clothing 
supply chain towards a circular textile 

economy, our association partnered with 
Business in the Community (BITC), an 
organisation created by HRH Prince of Wales 
over 40 years ago to champion responsible 
business practices. 

Business in the Community is 

the oldest and largest business-

led membership organisation 

dedicated to responsible business. 

The organisation inspires, engages, 

and challenges its members to 

mobilise their collective strength 

around shared ambitions, including innovating to repair and 

sustain the planet.

BITC initiated a three-part series 
of round table discussions in 
partnership with PCIAW® to 
gather input for a procurer-
focused report which outlines 
the imperative to act on 
improving the sustainability 
of professional clothing. The 
procurer-focused report 
highlighted the key challenges 
and recommended actions, 
including a decisive set of 
sustainable procurement 
principles to help guide uniform 
buyers on how to tender for 
sustainable clothing. 

PCIAW® and BITC connected representatives of each 

organisation’s membership bases, who are buyers and suppliers 

of professional clothing to facilitate dialogue and create a joined-

up approach to understand which elements of manufacturing 

sustainable uniforms would be the most impactful and cost-

effective to implement. 

The joint effort between PCIAW® and BITC ensures that buyers 

and suppliers of professional clothing can collaboratively align 

strategies and work together to pilot a circular-ready uniform 

programme. 

This report into creating circular professional clothing, alongside 

BITC’s sustainable procurement principles, will help to guide 

the expert-led Textiles 2030 initiative and all of its signatories. 

This ambitious cross-sectoral initiative collates knowledge on 

sustainability, recycling and circularity to accelerate the textile 

industry’s integration of circularity into UK supply chains. 

PCIAW® sits on the Advisory, Policy and Circularity Groups 

for the Textile 2030 initiative to implement an impactful and 

collaborative climate action plan 

for diverse textile companies in 

the UK. 

This involves educating buyers, 

suppliers, and manufacturers on 

how to implement recyclable 

textiles into their supply chain, 

taking us one step closer to 

realising a circular economy. This 

covers the inception of a product; 

the sourcing of raw materials, the 

carbon impact of the supply chain 

and distribution network, plus the 

disposal of garments in order to 

prevent them from piling-up in 

landfills.

As the infrastructure expands to recycle textiles on a larger 

scale, the costs will begin to decrease, benefiting from 

economies of scale. It is imperative that companies take the lead 

and support recycling technology initiatives now. 

The greatest obstacle in overcoming cost objections is 

recognising that a transformational change in the system will be 

a short-term inconvenience in favour of a structural solution with 

long-term gain.
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PCIAW® is a
Founding Signatory

of Textiles 2030

This report into creating circular 

professional clothing, alongside BITC’s 

sustainable procurement principles, 

will help to guide the expert-led 

Textiles 2030 initiative and all of its 

signatories. This ambitious cross-

sectoral initiative collates knowledge 

on sustainability to accelerate the 

textile industry’s integration of 

circularity into UK supply chains. 
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The elephant in 
the room:

COST
For the last two decades, PCIAW® has 

engaged with the professional clothing 
industry’s leading buyers, suppliers, and 

distributors, sitting in on numerous webinars 
and events addressing the pressing issues of 
sustainability and circularity.
 This has led us to conclude that building the infrastructure for 

circular textiles, sharing industry-specific knowledge on recycling, 

and organising the collection of end-of-life textiles all comes 

down to one factor: cost. 

The greatest obstacle to transitioning to a sustainable textile 

industry is cost. It is crucial that buyers and suppliers understand, 

appreciate and accept that 

costs will increase. Advocates 

of circular textiles such as 

PCIAW®, BITC and WRAP’s 

Textiles 2030 signatories 

must help hesitant buyers and 

suppliers to overcome cost 

objections by recognising that 

a transformational change in 

the system will be a short-term 

inconvenience in favour of a 

structural solution with long-

term gain. 

However, we can no longer use 

cost as an excuse to hinder the 

collective progress of the industry. In particular, greenwashing 

efforts that obscure environmental social responsibility rather 

than affirming company commitments maintain the status quo 

and prevent a thorough engagement with the cost of industry-

wide recycling initiatives.

Why aren’t we recycling 
more textiles?
As the industry knows, textiles recycling can be a complex and 

time-consuming effort, seemingly requiring specialist knowledge 

of end-of-life procedures. It is evident that further technological 

development, as well as continued investment, is necessary to 

develop more durable and sustainable recycled materials. Some 

argue that an important barrier to 100% recyclability is that 

market demand is insignificant. However, ingenious recycling 

initiatives already exist in the industry. 

It is clear that conventional business models are undergoing 

significant changes as mass recycling operations are 

piloted, hasted by the prominence of end-of-life producer 

responsibility legislation. The industry is splintering into two: 

those continuously innovating and experimenting in recycling 

technology to advance circular-made textiles, and those who 

remain stagnant and resist the 

inevitable current of circularity.

Transcending 
cost concerns
However, the tides are turning. 

There has been a noticeable 

shift towards conscious 

consumption, as textiles 

companies seek alternative 

methods to effectively recover 

and reuse materials. Cost is no 

longer the only consideration.

As these types of models grow and make a name for themselves, 

manufacturers will be incentivised to decrease the cost of 

recovery and enhance the value of the materials at the end-

of-life stage, ushering in the reconceptualisation of design 

throughout the entire product supply chain. 

Cost considerations are only natural and valid in the professional 

clothing industry. However, our current model of waste and 

excess consumption comes at a devastating cost to the planet. 

Now is the time to take a leap of faith and invest in a circular 

future.

 

The greatest obstacle to transitioning to 

a sustainable textile industry is cost. It is 

crucial that buyers and suppliers understand, 

appreciate and accept that costs will increase. 

Advocates of circular textiles such as PCIAW®, 

BITC and WRAP’s Textiles 2030 signatories 

must help the hesitant buyers and suppliers 

overcome cost objections by recognising that 

a transformational change in the system will 

be a short-term inconvenience in favour of a 

structural solution with long-term gain. 
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The global textiles industry covers the 
entire supply chain of production, 
refinement, and trade of synthetic and 

natural fibres utilised in diverse sectors. 

The textile industry represents an estimated 2% of global GDP 

with a total labour force of 161 million. 

Developing countries supply half the world’s textile exports 

and nearly three-quarters of the world’s clothing exports.1 India, 

Pakistan, Turkey and Indonesia rank in the top 15 exporters, with 

the EU, US, and China being the biggest textile importers.2

Plimsoll Publishing Ltd market analysis records that the UK 
workwear and PPE markets 
are valued at over £8.6 billion 
(not including corporatewear), 
whilst the global PPE market 
is worth more than $56.3 
billion. With over 4,200 textile 
businesses in the UK, the 
expansive sector employs 
over 64,000 people across 
the country. In the last year, the sector has grown by 6%, 
with 21 companies expanding by over 10% in size and value.

Assessing the scale of 
industry waste
The textiles industry accounts for 10% of global carbon emissions 

and 20% of global industrial wastewater pollution. Globally, each 

year, the industry contributes around 90 million items of clothing 

to landfills, whilst mass waste pollutes water bodies, causing 

environmental issues due to chemical and dye containers and 

packaging waste. The overall production of fibres, finishing, and 

washing clothing contributes towards the textiles industry’s 

consumption of approximately 79 billion cubic metres of water 

annually.

To grasp the magnitude of wasteful practices, the global 

production of textile fibres has almost tripled since 1975, with 

60% of today’s textile fibres having synthetic origins. In the UK, 

around 300,000 tonnes of textile waste end up in landfills each 

year, with consumption rates higher in the UK than in any other 

European country. Currently, global supply chains employ minimal 

or non-existent recycling policies; less than 1% of material used 

in the production of clothing is recycled into new clothing at its 

end-of-life stage. 

In addition, companies with security or privacy concerns 

incinerate and landfill unworn stock to protect their brand 

image, as opposed to reusing or recycling. Greater investment in 

collection and disposal systems along with a more coordinated 

effort in the supply chain is required to overcome the security 

challenge. 

A dependence on non-
renewable fossil fuels

Annually, the textiles industry 

emits a total of 1.2 billion tonnes 

of greenhouse gas emissions into 

the atmosphere. Approximately 

80% of energy-intensive activities 

occur in textile manufacturing 

factories, with machinery running 

on electricity, heat for washing 

and dyeing processes, and excessive water consumption. The 

fast fashion industry disproportionately relies on nonrenewable 

fossil fuels like petroleum, which produces fabrics like nylon, 

spandex, acrylic, and polyester, from which a majority of 

workwear is composed in the professional clothing sector. 

Mining and drilling processes for oil put intense strain on the 

environment, leading to land degradation and the destruction 

of entire ecosystems due to pollution and spills. The effects of 

air pollution can also be attributed to fossil fuels, which release 

carbon dioxide into the earth’s atmosphere when burned, 

exacerbating the effects of climate change. 

Socially responsible alternative sources, such as renewable solar 

and wind energy, are becoming a smarter option in both value and 

sustainable development every day. A boom in the clean energy 

sector is attracting strategic investment, leading to increased 

innovation, job creation, and environmentally conscious standards. 

Whilst there is plenty more work to do, the textiles sector is 

slowly turning away from its untenable model of take, make, 

and dispose by integrating new technologies which increase 

efficiency in every aspect of the value chain.

The state of the 
global textiles 

sector

Annually, the textiles industry 
emits a total of 1.2 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gas emissions into the 
atmosphere. 
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The importance of systemic, 
infrastructural transformation must 
be facilitated by all actors involved in 

the life of a product, influencing suppliers 
of raw materials, manufacturers, consumers, 
plus end-of-life collection and disposal 
companies. 
Although the design process is crucial in determining a 

product’s end-of-life and disassembly process, inadequate 

collection and recycling infrastructure means that even eco-

conscious designs can suffer the fate of landfills.

Raising awareness
Awareness of circularity must start at the educational level, 

with technical colleges and universities embedding a thorough 

engagement with textiles circularity in curricula across the 

world.

On the macro-level, nurturing market demand for recycled 

fibres through sustained, educational campaigns is a key 

responsibility of the textiles and manufacturing industry. 

An inevitable future 
Although protracted and money-intensive processes of 

recycling may dissuade companies from adopting such 

measures, a cultural shift is evident, with growing conscious 

consumerism and innovative breakthroughs in recycling 

technologies showing the inevitability of a circular textile 

future. It is imperative that all major textile institutions educate 

students on the necessity of design-in recyclability and end-

of-life procedures in order to ensure that the next generation 

can make a circular future a reality.

Foregrounding sustainable 
procurement principles
The PCIAW® is calling on end-user buyers from both 

the public and private sector to place greater value on 

sustainable credentials - for example, using recycled materials 

and factoring-in life cycle costing, into the procurement 

process. Buyers have the potential to exert vast influence 

on the professional clothing industry by foregrounding the 

sustainable procurement principles onto suppliers. 

The textiles industry is one of the largest polluters in the 

world, second to only aviation, with a vast supply chain 

that interacts with agriculture, manufacturing, and disposal 

at every stage. The PCIAW® steers the direction of the 

professional clothing industry and is committed to promoting 

resource efficiency by combating excess consumption in 

every aspect of the supply chain through education. We seek 

to compel all businesses to rally behind the common cause of 

the closed-loop system. 

Substantial investment is required to organise the collection 

of end-of-life garments, with dedicated facilities assigned for 

materials recovery and reuse. It is important that we start 

thinking about transforming the entire product life cycle by 

ensuring that the collection and disposal procedure is carried 

out industry-wide, in a conscientious and sustained manner. 

The time is now for the industry to conceive of big 

picture solutions in order to tackle the endemic problem 

of overconsumption and pollution, instead of adopting 

incremental reforms that fail to induce change on a broader 

societal level.

It is imperative that all major textiles and 
fashion institutions educate students on 
the necessity of design-in recyclability 
and end-of-life procedures in order to 
ensure that the next generation can 
make a circular future a reality.

The time is now for the industry to 
conceive of big picture solutions.

Steering the direction 
of the professional 
clothing industry
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You cannot have 
sustainable 
clothing
at fast fashion 

prices
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Across the world, fashion brands and 
retailers have received widespread 
condemnation for underpaying 

workers and maintaining chronically poor 
working conditions, which have only 
worsened during the onset of a global 
pandemic. 

Unacceptable working conditions include long working hours, 

pittances in wages, and systemically dangerous working 

environments. 

The European Parliament’s resolutions have been pressed for 

foreign governments and textiles organisations to assume 

more responsibility for 

their reliance on mass, 

cheap labour, which is 

often outsourced to 

Asian countries. These 

include greater union 

rights, corporate social 

responsibility, regularity 

in working contracts, and 

regular audits, among other 

measures.

A need for 
supply chain 
transparency
A global supply register 

would allow retailers to 

better understand offshore manufacturing operations, giving 

them the ability to pressure factories against bad working 

conditions. This includes sub-contracting, a practice that 

factories employ when faced with increased demand and tight 

deadlines. 

When manufacturers are overwhelmed with orders, they 

subcontract unknown suppliers and factories outside of the 

established supply chain, which are not subject to social and 

labour audits. This facilitates unsafe working environments with 

long working hours and reduced oversight due to pressure for 

continually low prices and quick delivery times.

A lack of transparency and regulation in offshore manufacturing 

operations often renders the textiles industry complicit in poor 

working conditions and forced labour. 

The textile industry is reliant on 
exploitative labour
The International Labour Organization (ILO) estimated that in 

2012 alone, 24.9 million people across the world were engaged 

in forced labour. The global race to the bottom has forced 

underpaid workers to compete against one another and drive 

down wages in efforts to secure employment and economic 

security.

The textiles industry’s 

dependence on low-

skilled labour means that 

exploitative practices 

go unnoticed due to the 

complexity of the global 

supply chain, making it 

difficult for companies 

to survey every stage of 

the production process.

For example, the labour-

intensive nature of 

cotton farming has lent 

itself to accusations of 

human rights violations 

across the world. 

The prevalence of forced labour is especially concerning in 

Uzbekistan and Xinjiang, China, where Uighurs and other 

Muslim minorities are required to pick cotton under a 

repressive government labour transfer scheme. 

Xinjiang produces 85% of China’s and 20% of the world’s 

cotton supply, raising concerns on the culpability of the 

global supply chain. 
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A race to the 
bottom has 

consequences
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Due to the debilitating effects of global 
lockdowns brought about by the 
Coronavirus pandemic, supply chains 

have suffered severe disruption, and at 
times, severance. 
Domestic and local manufacturing policies ensure that resilience 

and stability are inserted into supply chains, with companies 

embedding vertical integration to exert more control over their 

operations. Manufacturing closer to home also brings much-

needed transparency to global supply chains. 

By centring supply chains domestically, companies can reduce 

carbon emissions released from 

logistical transport and minimise 

energy use. 

Localising manufacturing 

operations means that 

businesses can reduce lead 

times for production and 

anticipate customer demand 

more effectively, becoming more agile in their overall service. 

Not only does this stimulate local economies, but it also 

minimises reliance on finite raw materials which are depleting 

the earth’s natural resources.

PCIAW® continually seeks to educate and promote manufacturing 

locally, in order to lower carbon emissions by reducing 

unnecessary transportation across far-reaching supply chains. 

In January 2021, PCIAW® partnered with OCO Global, tasked 

by the UK Department for International Trade (DIT) and the UK 

Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO) to 

facilitate links between the Tunisian textile sector and the UK 

professional clothing market to provide alternative manufacturing 

partners closer to home. 

This ambitious nearshoring project was jointly endorsed by the 

British and Tunisian Ambassadors and will offer transparency 

and greater trust in supply chains.

Upholding social responsibility
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) emphasises the liability 

of producers for the entire life cycle of a product, including 

collection, dismantling, recycling and reusing. Individuals from 

across the spectrum of the supply chain are actively expected 

to account for the environmental impact of their actions and 

the final product, both visible and invisible. This includes 

designers and technicians, who must conceptualise product 

designs that increase recycling 

efficiency, especially single yarn 

garments. 

EPR gives producers an 

incentive to produce better, 

more informed sustainable 

decisions at the product design 

step, which also facilitates 

reusing and recycling at the end-of-life by placing the financial 

burden firmly on the shoulders of producers.

Blended fibres and textiles waste
Garments are often produced with blended fibres, which 

combine two or more types of fibres into a new yarn or fabric 

for functionality, product strength and price considerations.

The synthetic fibre polyester is often made from polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET), which requires energy-intensive crude oil 

production. 

Companies have heralded the achievement of incorporating 

recycled polyester into their garments, which is made from 

recycled bottles and containers. Although this reduces plastic 

waste and requires less energy-intensive production than virgin 

polyester, most products are made from a blend of polyester 

and other fibres, which are more difficult and less effective 

when recycling at the product’s end-of-life compared to pure 

material waste streams. 

The majority of the world’s fast fashion garments, accessories 

and packaging are not recyclable, which strains the planet’s 

finite resources and hinders the future potential for sustainable 

development on behalf of the entire industry.

Manufacture locally to
build a greener future

The International Labour Organization 

(ILO) estimated that in 2012 alone, 

24.9 million people across the world 

were engaged in forced labour.



The EU’s Circular Economy Package shows that Europe is 

further ahead in its recycling journey, with EU member states 

required to meet a recycling rate of 55% by 2025, 60% by 2030 

and 65% by 2035.

Although the UK government joined this initiative, it missed the 

2020 target of 50%, showing that there is 

much catching up to do.

The PCIAW® is calling on 

governments globally to invest in 

textile recycling infrastructure and 

technologies, as the capacity 

to recycle garments is not 

available on a commercial 

scale yet. 
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PCIAW® envisions a circular economy that begins with an efficient collection and 
dismantling stage. In order to design truly circular garments, we must involve all 
participants in the supply chain and extend this dialogue to organisations and 

governments across the world. 

It is integral to educate young designers 
and students on how to design-in 
circularity in garments.

We must extend this dialogue to important actors in fabric 

and fibre production so that garment technologists can design 

with 100% circularity in mind. This way, 

manufacturers and industrial laundries 

can operate in optimal conditions to 

ensure that textiles are readily recyclable, 

allowing collection agencies to promptly 

sort through monofibre garments in an 

economically and ethically viable 

manner, facilitating a truly 

circular economy.

The PCIAW® vision for 
circularity

FIBRE & YARN

GARMENT 
TECHNOLOGISTS

LAUNDRY

MANUFACTURERS

COLLECTION

DISMANTLE
& RECYCLE

START
HERE

EDUCATION

FABRIC & 
MEMBRANE



FIBRE & YARN
The fibres and yarns are the starting point of a garment’s 

production and so it is imperative that producers design-in 

circularity, particularly if using synthetic materials. The textile 

industry must diversify to find degradable materials or ensure 

fibres are fully recyclable to prevent landfill waste.

FABRIC & MEMBRANE
To create a sustainable future, fabrics manufacturers must 

consider circularity. It is important to think about linings, 

adhesives and dyeing to avoid creating fabrics incompatible with 

recycling technologies. 

GARMENT TECHNOLOGISTS
Garment technologists oversee every stage of production, 

from design to manufacture. 

Therefore, it is imperative that 

circularity is at the forefront 

of their thinking. Without 

garment technologists ensuring 

recyclability in every aspect, the 

end-product risks the fate of 

landfill or incineration.

MANUFACTURERS

Manufacturers must take responsibility for incorporating 

recyclable fibres, yarns and fabrics into garments and ensuring 

components are compatible with recycling infrastructure 

or have a strategy in place for dismantling non-recyclable 

materials. By offering take back and mend schemes at end-of-

life, manufacturers can keep the closed-loop system flowing 

smoothly.

LAUNDRY
Workwear and PPE can become contaminated in hazardous 

working environments, preventing a circular-ready garment 

from being recycled. By partnering with textile laundry services, 

contaminated clothing can be cleaned to allow for processing by 

recycling technologies. 

COLLECTION
To recycle textiles, they first must be collected. Collection of 

end-of-life clothing, whether by end-users or the suppliers, is 

an essential bedrock of the circulatory system. If the supply 

chain succeeds in creating a circular-ready clothing, they 

could still end-up in landfill if not distributed to the recycling 

companies. 
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Accelerating a circular 
textiles economy

It is clear that the textile industry must 

foreground resource efficiency, end-

of-life recyclability and sustainable 

development from renewable natural 

materials.

In order to accelerate a vision of circularity 
on a truly global scale, PCIAW® is delving 
into the intricate processes of reusing and 

recycling, collaborating with an expert network 
of leading companies in the professional 
clothing industry to champion an eco-conscious 
future based on renewable sources.

Project Plan B, Avena Environmental, Stuff4Life, DenimX and 

Worn Again Technologies are all piloting promising developments 

that are capable of recycling now and are all made to be fully 

scalable in the future. 

One of the key challenges the developing recycling technologies 

are facing is a lack of compatible clothing to process due to the 

nature of the current production 

methods using complex multi-

fibre blends. It is imperative 

that the textile industry begins 

designing-in circularity now in 

order to mitigate against clothing 

going to landfill at its end-of-life. 

There is no logic to waiting for 

recycling technologies to expand 

capacity to begin producing 

sustainable garments because this will guarantee clothing 

manufactured over the next few years will suffer the end-of-life 

fate of environmentally damaging landfill or incineration.  

The professional clothing industry is making significant inroads 

into facilitating recycling initiatives already. The bulk of workwear 

garments are made from polyester, which shows that the sector 

is ideally positioned to implement vast collection and recycling 

policies, with monofibre garments notably more efficient for 

recycling.

DISMANTLE & RECYCLE
The supply chain must understand how to dispose of textiles 

in order to create circular-ready clothing. It is important to 

understand the process of sorting, deconstructing and upcycling 

in order to design-in circularity.

EDUCATION:
Education is the key to unlocking a circular textile economy. 

Teaching of the closed loop systems must start at the 

educational level, with all schools, colleges, and universities 

educating student designers of the positive environmental 

impact a circular economy will provide.
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The PCIAW® believes that it is imperative 
for the textiles industry to accelerate 
a move towards circularity and recycling 

on a mass scale, reducing our dependence on 
raw materials and low paid labour.
We firmly believe in the importance of transparency and 
accountability in the overarching global supply chain. It is critical 
to invest in a future of technological sustainable development 
that can offset our carbon footprint and slowly repair our 
relationship with the planet. The cost of inaction is our planet 
and way of life, so the time to invest is now.

Investing in a future for all
You cannot design a product without first understanding how to 
dispose at its end-of-life. 

The critical significance of a psychological and infrastructural shift 
towards circular textiles can only be facilitated by educating the 

The following case studies will inform on how to recycle 
textiles, design sustainably across the supply chain 
whilst highlighting the current limitations they face.

Circularity: how do we 
recycle textiles?

Project Plan B  
Project Plan B identifies some of the most notable challenges in 

recycling, exploring the roadmap to a more sustainable model whilst 

surveying current recycling infrastructure. 

Worn Again Technologies  
Worn Again Technologies presents the exciting developments which 

are leading to the opening of its new demonstration plant. 

Avena Environmental 
Avena specialises in secure uniform disposal at the end-of-life 

stage, offering confidential and fully tailored collection, sorting, and 

recycling services throughout the UK.

Stuff4Life  
Stuff4Life has led an innovative partnership with Teesside University 

to recover fibres from polyester, which makes up the majority of 

workwear clothing.  

DenimX®  
DenimX explains its fully operational project which upcycles 

shredded textiles fibres with a special bio-based plastic to create 

innovative and unique products. 

Teesside University  
The Teesside Circular Economy and Recycling Innovation Centre 

builds on over 20 years of research experience to assist companies 

in reducing the environmental impact of their operations. 

Circularity: how do we recycle textiles?

industry and elevating diverse, cross-sector perspectives in the 
supply chain.

PCIAW® is collaborating with recyclers to educate the supply chain 
on how to collect, dismantle and recycle a garment at its end-
of-life stage. By doing so, we can teach the fibre, yarn and fabric 
producers, along with manufacturers and designers, how to create 
circular-ready textiles. In order to accelerate a truly circular future, 
we must involve all actors, from designers at the inception stage of 
a product, to disposal experts at the end-of-life process.

The second half of this report will include case studies to provide 
expert insights to discuss the significance of recycling procedures 
and manufacturing design-in circularity based on current recycling 
possibilities. Our contributors take us on a journey to demonstrate 
the evolution of recycling technology, reflecting a visible shift 
towards circularity on a small-scale infrastructural level, whilst 
acknowledging the limitations of designing sustainably. The 
PCIAW® is proud to publicise and celebrate our contributors’ 
achievements towards circularity.

Lenzing Fibres  
Lenzing embraces natural circularity which is based on renewable 

origins and biodegradability of natural materials. 

W. L. Gore & Associates  
The Gore Sustainability Framework: Protect x Prolong = Perform is 

based on a desire to minimise climate change and chemical impacts.

INVISTA CORDURA® Brand   
The recycled CORDURA® Nylon ‘Reclaimed to Resilient’ technology 

extends the current range of recycled Polyester ‘Discarded to 

Durable’ CORDURA® Eco fabrics, which are made from post-

consumer waste such as plastic bottles and packaging.

Sympatex Technologies  
Sympatex reuses production wastage for subsequent development 

into a recycled membrane, which significantly lowers resource use 

and pollution.  

wear2wear™  
wear2wear™ displays a fully recyclable rain jacket, made from 100% 

polyester and homogeneous material, illustrating the feasibility of a 

circular economy.  

APT Fabrics 
APT Fabrics looks to the future, researching technological 

innovations and designing a range of waterproof and circular ready 

hi-visibility clothing.

Decontex  
Decontex deploys a unique dry cleaning process using liquid CO2, 

notable for penetrating into the deepest textile fibres to remove 

toxic particles
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The company has developed a circular 
manufacturing system whereby 
garments can be made, recycled and 

made again without a substantial loss in 
value or quality. 
Project Plan B designs with end of life in mind in order to 

pre-empt issues before they 

occur, building in longevity 

and recyclability right at the 

beginning. They implore the 

industry to start designing 

for recycling now to avoid 

generating waste for years 

to come.

The current state 
of recycling 
infrastructure
Currently, circular recycling 

solutions are not widely 

available at a commercial 

scale. In part, this is because 

there is no feedstock of 

suitable quality (colour, 

strength etc) of recyclable 

clothing, and there is no 

feedstock of recyclable 

clothing being made 

because designers don’t 

know how to design for 

recycling systems.

There is only one way to 

break this impasse. We have 

to design for circularity, now. 

In designing garments for 

recycling today, we will have 

the feedstock for closed-loop garment-to-garment recycling 

systems when they are ready at scale within the next 

couple of years.

Ignore this warning and we will have permitted many millions 

of garments to be made that can never be recycled into new 

garments. In 3 years’ time, when today’s garments reach their 

end-of-life, will we be able to recycle them? If not, we are 

accepting our failure to act to prevent climate change. 

According to Business in the Community (BITC), for every tonne 

of textiles that is reused, 24 

tonnes of CO2 are avoided. 

This is our responsibility and 

our legacy.

Why design to be 
recycled?
To ensure that a garment 

can be recycled at the end-

of-life stage, we must first 

understand how the recycling 

process works, then design 

recyclability into garments by 

reducing as many barriers to 

recycling as possible. 

Relevant garment design 

should now be a fusion 

of function, aesthetic, 

longevity, and recyclable 

considerations, including 

recyclable fabric content and 

recyclability at end-of-life. It 

is imperative that waste be 

designed out.

To simply use a percentage 

of recycled fabric in a 

garment is not enough. 

Only fibre-to-fibre recycling 

as part of a circular 

economy will enable the industry to make a meaningful 

difference towards tackling the root cause of current global 

environmental challenges.

Project Plan B
Project Plan B is a leading Plymouth-based workwear 

manufacturer striving to make the term no end of use a reality 
for the corporate workwear industry.

How can we move towards circular 
textiles at scale?
It is clear that the clothing industry needs to tackle 

the joint issues of material consumption and waste 

generation. Closed-loop recycling of end-of-life 

garments to extract materials and divert waste from 

landfill is an obvious and sensible strategy for the 

industry to follow. 

But the challenge is, how can we 
do this? 
There are two important aspects to consider. We 

need to jointly tackle the issues of how we develop 

products to allow easier recycling and to also improve 

recycling technologies to maximise the efficiency and 

effectiveness of these processes. 

The Plan B perspective identifies some of the 

challenges the industry faces but also starts to 

explore the roadmap to reaching a more sustainable 

model for clothing and its impact on the planet. More 

work like this is needed to ensure we have practical 

and economically viable solutions.

Dr. Mark Sumner, University of Leeds
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The Ellen MacArthur 

Foundation 

(EMF) states 

that a circular 

economy is a 

bigger idea than 

incrementally 

reducing the 

harm of our 

current model. 

Therefore, a 

systemic change in 

approach needs to 

be adopted.

The current model must be 

disrupted, with a new way of 

thinking established right at the 

start of the process to enable the-fibre-

to-fibre recycling of post-consumer garments.

Understanding fibre-to-fibre recycling
Textile recycling falls into two main categories: mechanical and 

chemical. These processes vary according to what types of 

fibres are in a garment, and with so many garments currently 

composed of mixed fibres, this causes barriers to reaching a 

commercially scalable solution.

The intricacies 
of mechanical 
recycling 
Mechanical recycling involves 

the mechanical shredding and 

repurposing of fabrics back 

down into reusable fibres and 

materials. The process is less 

energy-intensive than creating 

virgin fibres, so it delivers a 

CO2 saving as well as taking a 

waste material and making it 

reusable. 

The mechanical recycling 

process does not require 

fibres to be taken all the way 

back to their original chemical 

compound, only back to a 

form from which 

they can be made 

into new textiles 

again, which saves 

processes and 

energy. This may 

also mean that 

the colour of a 

fabric stays with 

the material as 

the dye may not be 

removed as part of 

the recycling process.

Synthetic fibres like 

polyester are well suited 

to mechanical recycling: 100% 

polyester fabrics are shredded, 

then put under heat and pressure to 

produce rPET. The rPET can then be spun into 

yarns to create new garments once more, without loss of 

value in the chain. This cycle is efficient and can continue 

infinitely without a loss in quality, as long as the purity 

of feedstock is maintained by following monofibre (100% 

polyester) design principles.

Currently, most recycled polyesters are made from waste 

plastic bottles. This presents a problem in that it takes a 

widely recyclable resource (plastic bottles) and turns it into 

a commodity (clothing), that is 

not widely recyclable. 

Once a fibre-to-fibre recycling 

system becomes established 

and integrated, a recycled 

polyester textile should be 

able to cycle continuously at 

its highest value.

This approach is being 

championed by Project Plan 

B, which currently provides a 

textile-to-textile solution for 

polyesters, offering a designed 

to be recycled service and 

take back scheme to ensure 

garments can be recycled back 

into fibre-grade rPET at end-

of-life. Through careful design 

“As designers and 
manufacturers, we 
can now choose to 
design for circularity. 
If we fail to meet 
this challenge, we 
will be clearing up 
legacy uniform for 
years to come, and 
at what cost?”

Tim Cross, CEO of Project Plan B.
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and selection of fabric and trims, most garments can be 

recycled whole without the need for disassembly, removing 

what is currently a substantial barrier to recycling.

“As designers and 

manufacturers, we can now 

choose to design for circularity. 

If we fail to meet this challenge, 

we will be clearing up legacy 

uniform for years to come, and 

at what cost?” says Tim Cross, 

CEO of Project Plan B.

Mechanical recycling of natural and 
mixed fibres
Cotton fabrics are shredded and carded to extract the fibres. 

These fibres are then respun with a percentage of virgin 

cotton content (currently 50-70%) to form new yarns. Within 

limitations of quality and performance, this process is well 

suited to monofibre designed garments such as t-shirts. 

Trim details like buttons and zips need to be removed before 

recycling can be carried out, so designing for quick and easy 

disassembly should be a consideration.

The recycling process shortens the staple length of the fibres 

which limits the further recyclability of the recycled yarns. It 

is also limited by colours as dye 

is not removed from the fibres. 

Championing this approach are 

Rapanui with their circular t-shirt 

by Teemill, and Ellen Macarthur’s 

The Jeans Redesign project.

Fibres that have been blended 

or had a high percentage of 

elastane added are not suitable 

for mechanical recycling 

and currently end up being 

downgraded and repurposed as 

rags for insulation or industrial 

wipes. 

As the Ellen MacArthur 

Foundation states, ‘landfill, 

incineration and waste to 

energy are not part of a circular 

economy.’

Fabrics with high polyester content are not suitable as rags 

and so will end up being burnt or landfilled. Whilst ragging 

is better than landfill, it does not maintain the value of the 

original resource and so 

creates a downward spiral of 

value which ends up as waste 

after the next life cycle.

In order for recycling to be 

circular, a resource must 

maintain its highest value, 

and not simply be burnt to 

create energy as fuel.

Understanding the significance of 
mechanical recycling 
Utilising post-consumer polyesters as feedstock for 

mechanical recycling into rPET for use as textiles again 

presents a clear example of the circular economy in action for 

textiles. This is because it allows the resource (polyester) to 

cycle at its highest value without downgrading. 

The transition is not an incremental change but a 

systemic one that requires change in design methods and 

infrastructure for the collecting and sorting of old clothing.

Once this change is made, the potential growth for textile-to-

textile recycling of polyesters 

is vast, particularly in the 

workwear and uniform sectors 

for which 100% polyester 

fabrics are well suited due to 

their durability, colour retention 

and dimensional stability 

amongst other attributes.

Moon estimates that 130,000 

tonnes of post-consumer 

polyester clothing is available 

annually in the UK as potential 

feedstock for fibre-to-fibre 

recycling. Once this feedstock 

is accessed and the resource 

harnessed and recycled, the 

carbon footprint of polyester 

textiles in the UK will be 

dramatically reduced, and 

waste diverted from landfill.

“Landfill, incineration and waste to 
energy are not part of a circular 
economy.”

Ellen MacArthur Foundation
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Delving into 
chemical recycling 
Both natural and man-made 

fibres can be recycled 

through different chemical 

recycling processes. Fibres 

are stripped down to their 

monomers before being 

rebuilt into a new material 

for reuse. It differs from 

mechanical recycling in that 

in most cases the dye can be 

removed during the process.

“With a chemical approach 

we can get the raw materials 

back and close the loop 

on textile recycling,” 

explains Dr. Adam Walker, 

Physical Chemist and Chief Scientific Officer for Worn Again 

Technologies.

Notably, chemicals must be used in this process and attention 

must be paid to what happens to these after use, whether 

they can be retained and reused in following recycling 

processes. 

Chemical recycling utilises more resources than mechanical 

recycling, so it is important 

to research impacts and 

weigh up what is the most 

sustainable option.

Surveying 
chemical recycling 
of natural fibres 
and polyester 
For plastics such as polyester, the feedstock is treated first 

with a catalyst, then chemical treatment, filtration, separation, 

and purification before creating a reusable material. 

More intensive than mechanical recycling, it takes polyesters 

right back down to their monomers. This method is particularly 

useful for problematic feedstock unsuitable for mechanical 

recycling that requires separation or decontamination. 

Poseidon Plastics are piloting a process to chemically recycle 

plastics in the UK, with the potential to extend to polyester.

New processes to chemically 

recycle natural fibres such 

as cotton are being piloted: 

garments are shredded 

and all buttons and zips 

are removed. The fibres are 

then put through a chemical 

treatment turning them 

into a slurry, from which 

contaminants are removed. 

This leaves a pulp which is 

processed and spun into 

cellulosic fibres. 

Chemical recycling solves 

the problem of shortened 

or weakened fibre lengths, 

increasing the value of the 

recycled material created. The 

chemical recycling of cotton 

does not result in recycled cotton, but a different fabric, a 

cellulosic fibre.

Many trials are taking place in the race to reach a commercial 

scale required to make chemical recycling of textiles 

economically viable. Swedish company Sodra has started 

commercialising the chemical recycling of cotton following a 

30 tonne trial completed in 2019. The OnceMore process’ long 

term aim is to recycle 25 tonnes 

of textiles per annum. 

Renewcell have taken great 

strides in developing and 

producing a material called 

Circulose from the chemical 

recycling of post-consumer jeans. 

Circulose is now widely available, 

a percentage now being used in fabric blends for H&M’s 

conscious collections as of March 2021.

Chemical recycling of mixed fibre 
blends
A polyester cotton blend can be separated chemically by 

utilising the different physical properties of the two fibres. “For 

polycotton, we need to extract two polymers with very different 

solubility characteristics,” says Dr. Walker.

Polyester is swelled and then contaminants are washed out. 

The remaining polycotton is then heated until the polyester 

The potential growth for textile-
to-textile recycling of polyesters is 
vast, particularly in the workwear and 
uniform sectors
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melts, and the cotton remains solid. At this point, they can be 

separated by filtration. The melted polyester then becomes rPET, 

and the cotton is turned into a 

cellulosic fibre.

Worn Again has developed a 

technology to chemically recycle 

polycotton blends as well as 

pure fibres. Their aim is for 

their technology to provide ‘the 

missing link that enables the 

circularity of PET and cellulosic raw materials, replacing the use of 

virgin resources.’

Displaying the significance of chemical 
recycling

Chemical recycling has a part to play in making textiles circular. 

The process has the potential 

to solve problem areas such 

as contaminated materials or 

polycotton blends because 

of filtration and separation 

possibilities. Cellulosic fibres 

that can be derived from post-

consumer textiles represent an 

exciting future for natural fibres. 

This is a key development to 

watch in terms of how durable 

they can be made, what they 

might need to be blended with, 

and the circular options that will 

become available.

Both mechanical and chemical 

recycling requires a systemic 

change of design principles and 

infrastructure to enable the 

viability, collection and sorting 

of used clothing. Once these challenges are met and combined 

with circular business models, they have the potential to create 

huge reductions in carbon for the UK textile industry.

How to design for recycling:
Measures can be put in place to ensure garments being made 

now can be recyclable at the end of their useful lives. In three 

years’ time, when these garments are worn out, they will 

present potential problems with the incoming Extended User 

Both mechanical and chemical recycling 
requires a systemic change of design 
principles and infrastructure to enable 
the viability, collection and sorting of 
used clothing.

Responsibility legislation if they have not been designed to be 

recycled. Therefore, it is imperative that garments be designed 

in monofibre, for example 100% 

polyester, wherever possible. 

The feel and technological 

properties of polyester fabrics 

have advanced dramatically 

in recent years, making them 

suitable for wide-ranging 

garment applications. Monofibre 

applies to labelling, threads and accessories, not just main 

fabric. This minimises the need for disassembly before recycling. 

In addition, fabrics should be made from recycled materials and 

certified from bodies such as the Global Recycled Standard.

It is necessary that fabric for circular garments be made from 

post-consumer textile materials; if virgin content is required, 

it should be from renewable 

feedstock sourced using 

regenerative production 

practices, as EMF outlines. 

Recycled polyester made from 

plastic bottles should only be 

put in a garment if that garment 

can be fully recycled at the end-

of-life, otherwise it cannot be 

considered circular.

If secondary materials must 

be used, the garment must 

be easily deconstructed so 

all fabrics or accessories can 

be removed and recycled 

separately. If unavoidable, 

we must choose secondary 

materials that are already easily 

recycled, for example aluminium toggles or zip pulls, and utilise 

print techniques that are ink and dye based, avoiding plasticised 

transfer prints as polyurethane backings cannot currently be 

recycled.

Longevity should be a key consideration for design, so garments 

are replaced less often and designed to be repairable to extend 

lifetimes, with an ideal washing temperature of 30 degrees 

where possible to prolong garment life. 
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tracing via QR codes or 

RFID chips. 

This is a predicted growth 

area, as we see the merging 

of textiles and technology 

develop and further 

innovation.

To conclude, both 

mechanical and chemical 

recycling have a place in 

helping solve the global 

environmental challenges. 

The textile industry has made great steps in identifying 

sustainable goals, but currently, less than 1% of material 

used to produce clothing is recycled into new clothing. To 

make real and meaningful improvements, a circular approach 

must be adopted where 

garments are designed and 

made to be made again.

The environment is in need 

of long term solutions, 

namely the adoption of 

a new textile-to-textile 

approach, a systemic 

change in principles to 

design and infrastructure 

to achieve efficient functionality, and carbon saving at 

scale. Suppliers, buyers and customers should all prioritise 

circularity and carefully consider the end-of-life plan for all 

garments before procuring them. 

Design choices made now affect 
where clothing will end up in the 
years to come
We can make a difference now by choosing garments that 

have an end-of-life recycling plan, ensuring that garments 

are designed to be recycled, and securing our planet’s 

resources for the years to come.

In terms of fabric finishings, 

they represent a set of 

challenges which are best 

avoided where possible, 

although chemical recycling 

may be able to deal with 

these issues in the future.

Mobilising 
circular-ready 
manufacture
Manufacturing quantities 

should be based on real need to avoid surplus, and added to 

where necessary. In this case, flexible manufacturing models 

work best. 

Companies must look for manufacturers with take back and 

mend schemes, and should ask for all offcuts, development 

samples and any QA-failed 

garments to be delivered 

with the bulk, so they 

can be forwarded to the 

recycling facility along with 

garments at end-of-life. In 

addition, factories should 

be powered by renewable 

energy and should reduce 

packaging where possible, 

only using packaging that can be easily recycled at home.

Companies should consider joining an initiative to show support 

and enable networking and sustainable communication. 

Further to this, traceability from supplier to wearer and back is 

key to ensure purity of feedstock. And to ensure a truly circular 

model, measures should be taken to ensure that garments are 

returned from wearer to supplier to recycler, at the end-of-use.

These requirements create space for all kinds of design and 

technological innovations, such as Wear2Go’s invention of 

microwaveable thread for deconstructing with ease, and 

the interfacing of textiles and technology for tracking and 

We can make a difference now by 

choosing garments that have an end-of-

life recycling plan, ensuring that garments 

are designed to be recycled, and securing 

our planet’s resources for the years to 

come.

www.projectplanb.co.uk

info@projectplanb.co.uk

/project_plan.b

/ProjectPlanB1

/company/plan-b-project-

plan-b
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The Worn Again operation is still 
in development and is undergoing 
constant improvement. 

The company strives to remove the need for finite, virgin 

resources by depending only on raw materials from non-reusable 

products, enabling the efficient closed-loop system facilitating 

circularity on a larger scale. 

The inception of Worn Again 
Technologies
When Worn Again Technologies began the development of its 

technology in 2012, it set out to design a versatile process that 

could handle textiles as they 

are currently being produced, 

in terms of fibre content, rather 

than requiring significant design 

changes by the industry. 

The company wanted the 

process to be as least 

restrictive as possible, seeking 

to provide a solution for the 

problem of blended fibres, 

which are problematic for existing textile recycling methods. 

The Worn Again feedstock specification allows for garments 

to be made with pure polyester, polycotton and polycellulose 

blends with up to 10% ‘other’ materials, which could include 

elastane, wool, nylon, etc. 

Cementing a circular system
Since 2012, Worn Again Technologies has developed from a lab-

scale research and development stage to a pilot plant, based in 

Redcar, near Newcastle. It is currently conducting testing and 

trials to optimise the individual processing steps and its end 

products: PET resin (in the form of pellets) and cellulose pulp, 

both to be returned into supply chains for fibre spinning. 

These developments are informing the design of a demonstration 

plant, which will be the focus in 2022. 

Whilst a first industrial plant is still a few years away, the Worn 

Again team is ambitious and aims to license the technology 

to plant operators globally and to replicate rapidly - once the 

technology has been optimised - to provide a circular materials 

solution for the textiles industry.

The case for optimising post-
consumer sorting
In terms of technology and scaling, a key challenge standing in 

the way of recycling textiles is the lengthy development runway 

from the laboratory to the first industrial plant. It’s a long and 

arduous road that requires the right team, strategic partners 

and significant investment. 

Worn Again benefits from 

industrial partners across the 

value chain, including H&M, 

Sulzer, its chemical engineering 

partner, and forward-thinking 

garment and textile producers 

from Mexico, Himes and 

Directex, all of which are 

integral in driving developments 

forward. 

Once Worn Again Technologies reaches the market with multiple 

industrial plants, the biggest challenge will be supply of inputs. 

Volumes of end-of-use textiles won’t be an issue, but the current 

sorting methods used to separate post-consumer textiles will 

need to evolve quite significantly. Today, post-consumer textiles 

are collected and for the most part, exported to lower-cost 

labour regions to be separated by hand into different categories. 

Worn Again will require an evolution towards highly mechanised 

fibre sorting and automated systems that enable textiles to be 

sorted close to the point of collection in an economically viable 

way. 

The infrastructure to support this shift will take time and 

investment and will only happen when the market demand for 

materials to be sorted this way has taken hold.

Worn Again 
Technologies

In terms of technology and scaling, 

a key challenge standing in the way 

of recycling textiles is the lengthy 

development runway from the 

laboratory to the first industrial plant.

Worn Again is committed to promoting constant circulation by 
eliminating textile waste altogether. Their advanced technology seeks 
to solve the challenging issue of converting polyester and polycotton 

blended textiles to recapture the raw materials from non-reusable 
textiles, PET bottles and packaging. 
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Mobilising workwear recycling
With workwear, there is a significant opportunity to skip the 

step of sorting, as the fibre content is well known by customers 

and exists in consistent material types and in high volumes. 

The workwear industry is well placed to get ahead of the game 

and implement effective collection systems today, in order to 

prepare for a time when returned and disused garments will 

have value as feedstock into regenerative recycling processes. 

A stepping stone to circularity
For a comprehensive approach 

to designing with circular 

materials, Fashion Positive’s 

Circular Materials Guidelines is 

a great starting point, although 

guidelines will evolve over time 

as textile to textile recycling 

processes are advanced. 

It’s also useful to consider what is 

possible today versus what will be possible in the future in terms 

of material inputs. For instance, with polyester, rPET made from 

plastic bottles is widely available. Whilst this doesn’t qualify as 

‘textile-to-textile’ recycling, bottles are an available feedstock 

and recycling processes for it are already in existence. Blending 

mechanically recycled cotton with virgin cotton to achieve 

quality is also a stepping stone to circularity. Designers can also 

start innovating with more cellulose and polycellulose blends 

as these materials will lend themselves to the circular recycling 

processes of the future. In addition, the environmental impact 

of displacing virgin cotton with regenerated cellulose will have 

positive impacts.  

With regards 

to Worn Again 

Technologies’ 

process, sticking 

Designing for circularity does 

not have to dramatically restrict 

which materials are used, but the 

right choices can help to improve 

efficiencies and yields.

www.wornagain.co.uk

info@wornagain.co.uk

/wornagainuk

/wornagainuk

/company/worn-again

with pure polyester and polycotton and polycellulose blends 

with less than 10% other materials is key. Designing for 

circularity does not have to dramatically restrict which materials 

are used, but the right choices can help to improve efficiencies 

and yields. For example, replacing metal components like 

zippers and buttons, with PET components would prevent the 

need to remove hardware before entering into the Worn Again 

process. 

Forging partnerships for circularity
Of course, designing for circularity can’t exist without 

consideration for collection 

at end-of-use, whether this 

is implemented directly with 

customers via an incentivised 

returns programme, or through 

a third party. Factoring in 

end-of-life collection illustrates 

a mindset shift from a linear 

system, which is the bedrock of 

circularity. Whilst it’s true that less than 1% of existing textiles 

are currently reused to make new textiles and current solutions 

for end-of-use workwear and corporatewear is limited, change 

is on the way. Designing for circularity and planning a road map 

to circular supply and collection systems can begin today. In the 

UK, signing up to Textiles 2030 is a great start. 

Circularity will only be achieved if brands, retailers, producers, 

collectors and sorters, as well as governments, are connected 

and co-creating the system, partnerships and networks, 

together. 
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Avena Environmental are the secure 
recycling solution for end-of-
life uniforms and clothing with 

corporate branding and identity in need of 
protection.

The security company has 

worked diligently over the 

last 7 years to safely destroy 

and recycle textiles in order 

to send zero landfill waste to 

landfill. 

As a trusted security 

partner, Avena has been 

providing bespoke 

sustainable and individually 

tailored solutions through its 

Securall® System, servicing 

a client base of over 3,500 

organisations. Avena is 

committed to securely 

disposing and recycling 

confidential end-of-life 

products via security audit 

reports and consultancy for a 

vast number of organisations. 

“It is Securall® that makes 

Avena unique,” says Ken 

Crawshaw, Managing 

Director at Avena. “It is not 

about a tangible product, or 

a service, but it is about a 

journey. We take every client 

on that journey. It is the way 

we ensure that we get it 

right. It is the way we know 

our clients are protected.

This is our mission. If we only do what has always been done, 

our clients will always get what they have always got. It is the 

journey we take that sets us apart.”

The Avena process separates materials from garments taken so 

that the amount recycled is maximised, depending on the material 

the clothing is made from. 

The shredding process
In order to accommodate recycling on a wide scale level, Avena 

places secure lockable units in distribution hubs and worksites to 

collect and sift through end-of-

life workwear and PPE. Avena’s 

vetted security staff then 

transports these textiles in its 

vehicles back to its secure units. 

In order to maintain 

transparency and visibility of the 

highest level, all developments 

are monitored via CCTV and 

GPS tracking on its vehicles. 

Consequently, Avena oversees 

the shredding and baling of 

all material. The recycling 

process occurs through fibre 

extraction, a mechanical process 

that meticulously separates 

individual fibres, which are then 

sorted into separate materials, 

ready to be reused in a number 

of different ways, including use 

in insulation and geotextiles.

The company is successfully 

diverting waste from landfill 

into different recycling routes 

depending on input.

Taking security 
seriously
As a secure shredding company, 

Avena is compliant with 

BSEN15713 and works closely 

with ISO auditors to demonstrate 

a positive environmental management structure. The security expert 

conducts comprehensive BS7858 security vetting DBS checks on all 

of its customer service representatives. 

Avena Environmental 
Avena is a secure textile destruction company that specialises 

in confidential uniform disposal at the end-of-life stage, 
offering fully tailored collection, sorting, and recycling services 

throughout the UK

The secure textile recycling hierarchy 
1. Avena’s primary and preferred route is to re-use the 

material for future manufacturing of other garments, 
clothes, and textiles via recycling. This is typically 
achieved when the textiles being recycled are 
composed of simpler materials with fewer variant 
fibres which are more efficient to recycle, such as 
polyester and cotton. 

The tier 1 preferred method of reusing garments for 
the textiles industry transfers respun and rewoven 
yarns to various manufacturers across the UK, 
positioning Avena as a leading supplier of recycled 
yarn. 

2. Avena’s secondary route is to recycle the materials 
for use in the world again via a range of different 
products. This includes end-of-life products such as 
insulation, geotextiles, partition walls, and sound 
boarding. This ensures the materials are used again 
and recycled. 

3. Finally, if the above two routes are not possible for 
the material and it is currently non-recyclable, the 
material will be made into chips and melted to create 
polyester fabrics or used for energy (RDF).

The Avena process separates materials from 
garments taken so that the amount recycled is 
maximised, depending on the material the garment 
or textile is made from. 
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Forging strategic partnerships 
Avena’s SecureBrand solution is perfectly suited for companies 

like DPD to dispose of their corporate workwear. Avena installs 

a container at every site to ensure that thousands of DPD staff 

across the country have a secure place to deposit their used 

clothing for recycling. 

In addition, Burberry’s 2018 report outlines their collaboration 

with Avena to implement textile recycling: “diverted from 

landfill” is defined as diverting waste from landfill through 

treatments such as recycling, anaerobic digestion and 

incineration with energy recovery. 

Burberry’s partnership with Avena Environmental is an 

instrumental case in recycling damaged garments into insulation 

materials. 

Avena has also worked with the 

Environment Agency as their 

supplier of choice for secure 

textile destruction and recycling 

of uniforms and police jackets 

for a number of years.

Collection, sorting, 
and recycling 
Avena’s three-tier approach of convenience, control and 

compliance ensures that clients are protected from identity 

theft and fines. The specialist custom-built shredding 

machinery lends itself to constant improvement and increased 

environmental responsibility.

Although some companies utilising mechanical recycling can 

only handle garments composed of 100% polyester, Avena 

is able to recycle multi-fibre blends across the spectrum of 

workwear and PPE. The security expert cultivates relationships 

with strategic partners around the UK, which enrich the life 

cycle of garments with different processes. In the future, 

Avena is looking to oversee the entire lifecycle of a product 

by bringing all operations in-house, enabled by the recent 

incorporation of Avena Innovations. 

The Avena Group has surpassed the pilot stage of collection, 

sorting, and recycling of end-of-life garments. The company 

ensures that the end-user is offered an easy and accessible 

sustainable recycling option that is not overly complicated. 

With a network of expert connections, a transparent supply 

chain, and a diligent operations team, Avena is capable of 

arranging daily collections at multiple sites. 

Securing the emergency services 
sector
Avena’s experience in recycling specialist kevlar and body 

armour meant that it was ideally placed to extend this service 

to the police sector. The company conducts site visits at police 

stations and demonstrates the uniform shredding process, 

providing a full CCTV recording to survey the lifecycle of 

the product. Avena offers time lapses that can be provided 

retrospectively, as well as live shredding operations which 

guarantee the highest degree of security and confidentiality. 

In addition, Avena can arrange 

site visits for clients with the 

highest security concerns. 

Its skilled facilities mean that 

confidential disposal service 

can even be conducted on 

client premises for maximum 

integrity and security.

Avena directs contaminated 

flame-retardant material that is unsuitable for recycling into 

its tier 2 stage for reuse in soundproofing, insulation, office 

dividers, furniture or even underlay in carpets. The shredding 

expert is developing a process to avoid incineration altogether 

once reused products reach their end-of-life stage.

Towards a future of continued 
innovation 
Avena has over 3,000 customers across the education, 

finance, healthcare, and legal industries. It works in 

consultation with a diverse set of customers to coordinate 

its positive environmental principles to meet tailored 

requirements.

Last year, Avena witnessed a remarkable growth rate of 

around 40%, with projections of 100% growth in 2021. The 

company is anticipating the opening of a second office in 

Coventry, UK, to support its existing depot’s textiles recycling 

function. 

“We now have the assurance that our 

uniforms are being destroyed to the 

high standards that we would expect 

to protect our brand”       -DPD

www.avenagroup.co.uk/securall/clothing-destruction

+44 (0)8455 219 892 enquiries@avenagroup.co.uk
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Committed 
to the 
establishment 

of a circular economy, 
Stuff4Life has 
partnered with 
Teesside University 
to recover polymers 
from polyester 
workwear, seeking 
to improve resource 
efficiency by focusing 
on design, reuse and 
servitisation. 

The company combines its decades of experience in resource 

management and the service industry with Teesside University’s 

academic experts, world-leading research capabilities and state-

of-the-art facilities.

At the moment, the answer for an end-of-life garment is 

simple – put it in a hole in the ground or burn it to recover 

some of the embedded energy and emit all of the 

carbon. However, neither of these options 

are sustainable; the only thing they 

sustain is the current linear approach 

to make it–use it–bin it–forget it... 

and hope for the best.

Recycling polyester can 

reduce carbon intensity by 

60% - it’s time to let your 

actions speak louder than 

your words and support 

the circular economy.

The vanguard 
of chemical 
recycling 
There are plenty of different 

textiles, including pure cotton 

and pure polyester (although 

both still have residual waste outputs 

or system losses that require 

further processing), however 

Stuff4Life focuses on polyester-

rich workwear and PPE. These 

involve polycotton trousers, 

hi-vis vests, and protective 

outerwear including zips, 

poppers, toggles, coatings 

and reflectivity.

These garments are, by their 

very nature, both complex in 

terms of materials and highly 

functional in terms of keeping 

people safe, with smart, dry and 

thermal qualities so that they 

can do their jobs well.

However, one of the impacts of this essential, designed-in 

complexity is that they are more challenging to recycle. The 

greatest challenge is the complete lack of infrastructure in the 

UK – both to recycle these materials and to reincorporate them 

back into the manufacture of new textiles.

Stuff4Life is developing a chemical recycling option for 

workwear and PPE – the majority of which is polyester 

– that is flexible and can cope with the mix of 

materials that this segment presents.

The polymer chains are broken 

down to monomers which can 

be extracted and used again 

to make new polymers. This 

ensures the hydrocarbons 

from fossil fuels are 

not unleashed into 

the atmosphere and 

remain ‘in play’ for future 

generations to make 

increasingly good use of.

The hydrocarbons can 

instead enjoy a second ride 

around the human material 

production system – perhaps 

embodied as a car component, a 

drinks container or even another shirt.

Reprocessing

Return

RemanufactureSupply

Use

Stuff4Life
Stuff4Life is a start-up company focused on delivering customer-based 

solutions to address the challenge of end-of-life workwear and PPE. 
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of the current challenges of mixed material garments through 

being tailored to simplify products. Stuff4Life has one ask for 

manufacturers and designers: do you know how your fabric 

or product can be recycled? And do you know where the 

technology exists to recycle or recover your fabric or product? 

Stuff4Life advises companies that are interested in creating 

circular clothing to start at the end not the beginning. 

Making end-of-life 
recycling a reality
Collection is arguably the easy 

part, although it still represents 

a single point of failure in the 

current model. Companies 

are mixing cotton products 

with other clothing which 

substantially reduces, or more 

likely eliminates the ability to 

recycle cotton fabrics. 

Collectively, we must work on 

the easy part whilst the more 

complex things are sorted – 

cotton workwear should be 

segregated. 

At the company level, workwear 

and PPE should be returned 

by employees on an exchange 

basis for security reasons 

anyway. This is the first thing 

to fix – it ensures that it’s 

segregated from other waste 

and can be separated by 

category: boots, headwear, clothing etc., or if necessary, by 

material. 

This doesn’t need to be complex or demanding, but it is a 

different way of working. If one thing is for certain, it’s that 

things are going to have to change.

After that, everything is much 

better.

Stuff4Life’s goal is to onshore the manufacture of polyester but 

it recognises that this is a much more difficult and expensive 

process. Their focus in the short term is to provide a viable 

alternative for recycling workwear and PPE and keep the 

hydrocarbons in play, whilst the other steps to building a truly 

circular economy for polyester are put in place.

Recalibrating the value chain

Stuff4Life is at an early stage 

of development in recycling; it 

is due to commission its first 

plant this year, which is based 

on current and ongoing trials 

in partnership with Teesside 

University’s world-leading 

experts in polymer recycling. 

The facility will be located in 

Teesside, UK.

The Stuff4Life process enables 

some of the other components 

that make up workwear, 

including zips, buttons, pigments 

and reflectivity, to be potentially 

recovered as well. However, the 

Stuff4Life programme provides 

feedback on what is available; 

what is difficult, plus what 

impact different compounds 

and materials have on the 

efficiency and effectiveness of 

the chemical recycling process 

in addition to how and whether 

these other components can be extracted.

This information is fed back to designers, specifiers, 

manufacturers and suppliers. The programme aims not only to 

recycle the product at the end-of-life, but to challenge why 

it ended up there at that time. Stuff4Life considers how it 

could have remained ‘in flight’ for longer, and whether it could 

be made better, stronger, brighter or just easier to recycle. 

There are some very clever fabrics 

and treatments out there and this 

aspect of human ingenuity is to be 

celebrated, indeed it may solve some 

Surveying the challenges 
to circularity
There are no obstacles to recycling textiles as such, 

but these are the key challenges:

• The current focus on a linear model with no drivers 

or push and pull factors requiring designers, 

manufacturers, suppliers or indeed buyers and 

end users to consider the end-of-life stage of 

a product’s lifecycle. This must be changed; 

Stuff4Life is creating a workable, real world 

model that will enable the start of a truly circular 

economy for workwear and PPE in the UK.

• The lack of polyester manufacturing, or any 

significant yarn and fabric manufacture operations 

in the UK. This means that initially, recycled 

hydrocarbons will be recovered and recycled into 

other polymers, but in the medium term, the team 

is confident this will be addressed and the UK 

will have a circular economy for polyester based 

materials. This is the Stuff4Life goal and mission. 

www.stuff4.life

info@stuff4.life             

/stuff4_life
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‘The world 
looks cool in 

blue’
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DenimX® uses textile waste streams 
as well as post-consumer waste 
that is collected and processed to 

craft high-quality interior, lifestyle, and 
automotive products. 

Through the development process, DenimX® ensures that 

the original reused fibres are in full sight, creating uniquely 

aesthetic products that tell of its unique origin stories. 

DenimX® offers bespoke 

consultancy and circular 

turn-key product 

solutions, including 

design and engineering 

services that deliver 

inventive designs that 

can be produced on a 

commercial, volume-based 

scale.  

The efficacy of automating recycling
DenimX® has various shredding partners that recycle 

mechanically to deconstruct garments either with automated 

machinery that removes buttons, zippers and other 

contaminants, or manual processes. 

After the shredding process, the fibres are mixed with a 

melting fibre that often comprises bio-based plastic and is 

then turned into a non-woven felt, spun into a new yarn, or 

extruded into an injection moulding granulate.

Depending on the required application, the materials can 

then be processed through well known and commonly 

available production technologies that are able to produce 

large volumes of the same product in constant quality. 

Diagnosing the impact of monofibres 
and mixed fibres
The best circular approach for clothing manufacturers is to 

use untreated monomaterials with additions that can easily 

be removed. However, in practice, most monomaterials do not 

meet consumer requirements based on appearance, finish, 

comfort, fit, safety, and so on. That’s why there are often 

mixtures of materials created to combine the advantages of 

various materials. In many cases, there are more sustainable 

alternatives available, yet these are more expensive. So 

communication on pricing in relation to sustainability must be 

constantly improved and built upon.

The DenimX® model of recycling
Momentarily, DenimX® 

is fully commercially 

operational and 

capable of processing 

volumes between 3 to 

10 tonnes per batch. 

These discarded 

garments are upcycled 

into new applications 

e.g. chairs, tables, 

lamps, bags, acoustic 

panels and much more. 

The outcome of processing each batch leads to the 

production of thousands of new products, all depending on 

clients’ and consumers’ requests or demands.

Challenges that inhibit recycling 
There are a few obstacles that stand in the way of 

recycling professional clothing. One important limitation 

is the imposition of laws and regulations, with product 

requirements, certifications and procedures based on the 

use of virgin materials, which recycled materials may not 

necessarily meet. 

Another obstacle is the necessity of processing large 

volumes of discarded clothing per batch, as many customers 
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DenimX®

The groundbreaking ethos of DenimX® is to combine shredded textile 
fibres with a 100% bio-based plastic to create an innovative new 

reusable and circular composite material. 

Communication on pricing in relation 

to sustainability must be constantly 

improved and built upon.
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only have small quantities of a certain colour or composition. 

The bigger issue of greenwashing by many larger fashion 

brands suggests that such brands are contributing to a 

solution, despite their business model being fast fashion. 

This hinders our ability to understand sustainability and 

circularity. 

Finally, the collection of 

discarded garments is 

not currently at the level 

that it could be. Roughly 

60% of all textiles that 

are thrown away do not 

end up in collection, but 

are disposed of with 

regular waste, therefore 

ending up in a landfill or 

incineration. 

Facilitating the collection of end-of-
life garments
Depending on the client’s preferences, DenimX® has 

various options available for 

the collection of end-of-life 

garments, including take-back 

programs, lease concepts, 

second-hand use, and many 

others. DenimX® encourages 

its clients to offer consumer 

incentives for returning 

garments that have reached 

their technical or economic end-of-life. Repair, reuse and 

repurpose are the most desired solutions before even 

considering recycling. With the enormous, ever-increasing 

amount of discarded clothes available, there will be a 

constant search for better and more valuable upcycle 

solutions. 

DenimX® is contributing to this approach by turning 

no-or-low-value materials into highly appreciated design 

products that are available in large volumes.

These answers are relevant for all monofibre and multi-fibre 

compositions, however, complications arise when elastane, 

spandex, lycra or other such materials are included, as their 

rubbery and sticky nature means that they are harder to 

separate, as the fibre struggles to unravel, making reuse 

difficult. Despite this, 

DenimX® is searching for 

better, alternative ways 

to upcycling mixed fibre 

waste streams. 

Revolutionising 
the upcycling 
industry
The solid, sophisticated, 

lifestyle products 

designed by DenimX® 

strategically extend the life cycle of apparel items, with 

upcycled chairs lasting well beyond 10 years. In addition, 

acoustic insulation applied in the walls of a property could 

last a lifetime, and fashion jewellery could be handed down 

through generations.

DenimX® has partnered with 

companies across Northwest 

Europe, in The Netherlands, 

Belgium, Germany, and 

others, to manufacture 

various products through the 

reappropriation of textiles. 

The company is hopeful that they will have the opportunity 

to do the same in the UK. 

There are endless opportunities to save our environment 

from the devastatingly negative impacts of mass waste 

and pollution. 

The key to the future is to formulate bold and responsible 

designs, incorporating better end-of--life materials in the 

preliminary design stage.  

The key to the future is to formulate 
bold and responsible designs, 
incorporating better end-of-life 
materials in the preliminary design 
stage. 

Marc Meijers
Director/owner DenimX® BV 

marc@denimx.nl   

+31 (0)6 5353 1688  

www.denimx.nl   Webshop:  www.denimagic.nl  -  www.denimagic.com

Idrish Munshi 
Brand Partner (UK) DenimX® BV  

idrish@denimx.nl   

+44 (0)7802 473 774
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Teesside University

The University’s reputation for academic 
excellence is evident through its leading 
role in fashion and textile sustainability 

since 2015. 

Teesside has a multi-disciplinary group working on textiles 

across three schools: The School of Computing, Engineering and 

Digital Technologies has expertise in polymer and biopolymer 

recycling and recovery. 

The MIMA School of Art & Design focuses on textiles and 

sustainable fashion, whilst the School of Health & Life Sciences 

is renowned for its work in bio-textiles, textile degradation and 

associated micro-plastics. 

Recognising the cross-curricular nature of this subject, Teesside 

encourages multidisciplinary research and teaching methods 

in order to provide research-informed context to address the 

circularity of textiles. 

The Circular Economy and Recycling 
Innovation Centre
The Teesside Circular Economy and Recycling Innovation Centre 

(CERIC) specifically addresses challenges in recycling and 

circularity and provides a multi-disciplinary collaboration group. 

The research centre is a collaboration between Teesside 

University and TWI, the global leader in technology engineering 

research and consultancy. This partnership addresses the 

advancement of new disruptive technologies designed to help 

reduce the industry’s reliance on finite resources and eliminate 

waste. 

The Centre builds on over 20 years of research experience into 

environmental and sustainable engineering technologies whilst 

assisting companies in reducing the environmental impact of 

their operations. It supports plant, machinery and equipment 

operators in extending the lifespan of their assets through new 

approaches and solutions for recovery, repair and repurposing.

The Centre creates opportunities for industrial symbiosis 

to help close the materials loop by reducing the need for 

virgin raw material and waste disposal. Intensive research is 

conducted into identifying new concepts for recycling and 

reuse, matching industry needs to create viable projects at 

Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) 1-6.

The Centre also engages with the UK and European supply and 

value chains to increase the take-up of recycling and circular 

economy approaches to operational management, leveraging 

new industrial technologies and solutions through competitively 

won grant funding, enabling delivery of collaborative projects 

by consortiums comprising UK companies and European SMEs 

with complementary experience.

Teesside University is an international higher education institute 
located in the heart of Tees Valley, UK. 
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A hub of non-mechanical textile 
recovery
Teesside University works closely with industrial partners to 

understand business drivers and technologies for sustainability. 

As a centre for non-mechanical recycling, the institute 

collaborates with businesses like WornAgain, Stuff4Life, 

Poseidon, Renew ELP, Presca and Mura, all working on non-

mechanical textile recovery.

The Festival of Thrift: upcycling 
garments
Teesside teaches sustainability in fashion from the first year 

onwards, giving students an overview of fibre, fabric, recycling for 

textiles. Students also work on a project to upcycle garments for 

a fashion show at the Festival of Thrift. This year, the focal point 

was denim, as students learnt about denim fabric processing, 

pollution and fair treatment of textile workers. 

In the second year, students continue their study of the fashion 

industry and sustainable practices, with a visiting lecture from 

Lianne Bell on Circular Textiles. Students then work in groups 

to build a hypothetical sustainable fashion business, with some 

using the framework of a circular economy and recycled fashion 

and textiles. Several students 

have used recycled fabrics made 

from waste - such as Pinatex, 

made from pineapple leaves - in 

their final collections in their 

final year. Meanwhile, Teesside’s 

fashion communication students 

have created magazines that 

tackle the issues of sustainability 

in fashion and textiles, featuring 

designers who upcycle clothing. Sustainability is a core theme 

that runs across the curriculum in both Fashion and Engineering 

at Teesside University. 

Ultimately, Teesside recognises the importance of design in 

the manufacturing process, as 80% of final product choices 

are locked in at the design stage. The University aims to 

continue developing the durability of garments (particularly 

for biomaterials) and considering the end-of-life in the design 

phase, particularly with the emergence of EPR. In particular, 

the decoupling from non-renewable feedstocks (oil-derived 

virgin plastic) and encouraging the emergence of alternative 

business models are of critical importance. The most significant 

gains to be made in circular textiles are business models rather 

than technical 

materials 

or recycling 

techniques. 

Inspiring the next generation
Teesside fashion students study an innovative enterprise 

module that focuses on sustainable fashion as well as materials, 

business models and design. 

Students interact with the University’s renowned engineering 

materials lab to better understand recycling opportunities and 

develop recycled material samples. 

Similarly, mechanical engineers study the intricate business 

and enterprise of recycled plastic products in Teesside’s Group 

Design module. The students receive support from the MIMA 

faculty, primarily in business and commercial context. 

Promising developments in recycling 
technologies 
Teesside University has a wide network investigating emerging 

recycling technologies, including chemical and mechanical 

areas, alongside regional expertise. The University’s upcoming 

Net Zero Industrial Innovation Centre will have specialist 

facilities to support non-mechanical recycling technologies. 

In addition, David Hughes is chair of the national IOM3 

Polymer Society, a community of professionals with a 

shared technical interest in 

the polymer and elastomer 

supply chain, focusing on 

the exchange of knowledge 

on all aspects of production, 

processing, applications and 

end-of-life. 

The University is focusing on 

the need to have a wide suite 

of solutions available to target different plastics and fabrics, 

with varying contaminations, from disparate sources into 

separate products. The sector is predicting growth in the 

non-mechanical recycling industry by 2030, according to the 

British Plastics Federation Recycling Roadmap. 

WRAP’s Non-mechanical recycling of plastic report sees it as 

a mechanism to support greater recycling rates and to achieve 

higher recycled material quality. In addition, polymers that are 

designed for recyclability and improved sorting are currently 

being developed, which could contribute to the future uptake 

of recycling technologies.

Ultimately, Teesside recognises 

the importance of design in the 

manufacturing process, as 80% of final 

product choices are locked in at the 

design stage. 

www.tees.ac.uk/sections/research/ceric.cfm

business@tees.ac.uk

+44 (0)1642 384068

/TeesUniSCEDT

/groups/13732521
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Lenzing’s experience with operating 
pulp and biorefinery processes is 
complemented by its significant 

background in the major fibre process 
technologies of viscose, modal, and 
lyocell.

Lenzing biorefineries use wood as a universal natural replacement 

for non-renewable raw materials like crude oil.  It commercialises 

all of wood’s natural components by transforming them into pulp 

for Lenzing fibres or other biorefinery products (acetic acid as an

ingredient to pickle vegetables, xylose is processed into a low-

calorie sugar substitute). This limits the industry’s dependence on 

costly non-renewable materials with high carbon emissions and 

adverse environmental effects.

Lenzing: extending natural circularity
Lenzing integrates different elements of the circular economy in 

its business model, practices and innovations. Natural circularity 

covers the biological cycle, which is based on two aspects: 

renewable origins and biodegradability/compostability of natural 

materials. Lenzing’s products are made from wood, which is 

sourced from sustainably managed forests and plantations. 

Lenzing Fibres are renowned for their compostable and 

biodegradable capabilities at the end-of-use. Due to this 

safe disposal procedure at the end-of-life into the natural 

environment, the cellulose material loop has the potential to 

close and align with the biological cycle.

Lenzing’s biorefinery technology converts wood into pulp, energy, 

and biobased co-products. The surplus renewable energy (steam 

and electricity) is supplied to use onsite for fibre production 

and other purposes. Lenzing is therefore cascading the use of 

biomass and utilising 100% of wood without creating waste. 

The company’s lyocell process is a unique closed-loop solvent-

based production technology that allows the manufacturing of 

cellulosic fibres without chemical conversions. 

The process follows a basic dissolution concept and allows the 

company to recover and recycle over 99% of the solvent. This 

avoids waste, ensures high resource utilisation and results in less 

water consumption and fewer emissions. 

Innovative REFIBRA™ recycling 
technology 
Lenzing has also developed the REFIBRA™ recycling technology 

to address the enormous textile waste challenges that the 

industry and our collective society faces. This technology utilises 

a substantial proportion of cotton waste as well as dissolving 

wood pulp as raw materials. 

Lenzing Fibres
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Pioneering versatility and comfort
The lyocell technology itself and all the previous production 

steps and raw materials used are decisive to achieve the 

specified performance criteria. LENZING™ Lyocell fibres 

are versatile and 

distinguished by their 

high tenacity profile 

among cellulose fibres 

and their exceptional 

moisture absorption 

capacity ensure that 

fabrics have perceptibly 

increased wearer comfort. 

Workwear customers 

throughout the value 

chain honour the quality 

and processability, the 

performance in use and 

the increased wearing 

comfort, but the biggest 

award for Lenzing is that 

the TENCEL™ brand is 

considered synonymous 

with sustainability in the workwear sector.

Mobilising the value chain
The complex topic of circularity requires the mobilisation of the 

whole supply chain and collaboration for active change. The 

design determines the possibility to reuse, repair and recycle the 

clothing at its end-of-life stage. Materials like fibres, dyestuffs, 

chemicals and trims must be properly selected for maximum 

wearing cycles, and at the same time, they should be free of any 

hazardous substances to ensure that they can be fed back to 

nature at their end-of-life by the  composting and biodegrading 

processes. 

In addition, sourcing and logistics must minimise their negative 

impact on the environment, with legislation required to support 

this approach to enable return systems, contributing towards a 

circular economy.

Along with dissolving wood pulp, cotton scraps are used for 

the closed-loop commercial-scale production of lyocell fibre. 

This creates high-quality fibres with the same properties as 

fibres from virgin dissolving wood pulp. Furthermore, Lenzing 

runs an active research 

and development project 

to further improve 

the utilisation of post-

consumer textile waste 

for the production of 

fully biobased and 

biodegradable fibres. 

Some important steps 

towards the broad, 

industrial-scale use of 

post-consumer cellulosic 

waste have been achieved 

within this project and 

turned into patent 

applications.

A distinguished 
legacy: TENCEL™ 
Lenzing’s TENCEL™ brand gives our customers security and 

transparency in terms of quality, performance, origin and 

the impact on the environment and global community. The 

brand allows clear 

identification and 

differentiation from 

generic materials 

throughout the 

supply chain. 

TENCEL™ stands for tenacity cellulose but even more 

significantly, for Lenzing’s contribution to an improved 

environmental performance that can catalyse change for the 

better. 

The application range of TENCEL™ x REFIBRA™ has been 

widened to cover key textile applications from wovens 

and knits up 

to special 

applications and 

is already used 

in workwear 

applications.

Lenzing is one of the world’s oldest manufacturers of fibres, 
using wood pulp as a renewable raw material to create 

sustainable, biodegradable cellulosic fibres, which have similar 
chemical structures to other natural fibres such as cotton. 
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As a global leader in innovation and 
materials expertise, Gore offers 
optimal protection and durability in 

the most challenging of environments. 

An extensive understanding of consumer and industry needs 

drives development of products with meaningful performance 

advantages.

A leader in exceptional quality
W. L. Gore & Associates is committed to protecting the 

planet by reducing its carbon emissions, minimising chemical 

impacts, and pursuing sustainable innovation.

In order to reduce the environmental footprint of the 

textile industry within the UK, the single most 

important thing according to scientific Life 

Cycle Assessment data is this: the longer a 

functional garment is worn and used, the 

greater its sustainability impact and 

the lower the environmental footprint 

will be.

Durability is key to sustainability. Gore 

garments are produced to a high-quality 

standard which ensures durability for long wearer 

use. For this reason, Gore seeks to ensure that the 

materials it supplies to customers for making technical 

garments are fit for use, have durable safety protection, and 

are comfortable to wear.

At the initial start of the design and development process 

for a new product, the team carefully examines the ethical 

supply and quality of the recycled raw materials which might 

potentially be used. Gore ensures that the recycled materials 

will not affect the durability or quality of the end garment. 

Using recycled materials helps reduce the amount of plastic 

waste that otherwise would end up in landfill or incineration 

systems. After extensive testing and ensuring product 

performance, Gore’s Technical Fabrics division has now 

launched its first laminates with recycled content. 

More products using recycled yarns are planned but Gore 

needs to ensure product quality, which can be negatively 

affected, leading to a shorter lifetime and thus potentially 

having a higher environmental footprint.

Importance of Longevity  

There are two aspects to this. Firstly, material quality: as a 

supplier of highly technical product technologies, the durable 

quality of recycled yarns over time is of essential importance. 

Gore’s reputation for delivering and maintaining durable 

products ‘that will do what we say they will do, first time and 

every time,’ is valued in the industry and as such, Gore tests 

textiles for durable performance in its labs.

Secondly, to bring about change and to assist with the 

continued growth of recycled raw materials within the textile 

and garment market, a secure supply chain is vital. As more 

companies switch to recycled products, there is the potential 

for there to be a shortage of good quality raw materials. 

Gore looks to work with ethical companies that 

can consistently and reliably supply top-quality 

recycled materials. Within manufacture, there 

is little point in sourcing for an initial order 

and then being unable to further source 

for additional orders over a period 

of years. Consistency of quality and 

durability is essential for tenders for 

technical safety clothing. 

Typically, recycled materials are a slightly higher 

premium than virgin raw materials. This should be 

considered by purchasers when specifying recycled 

content.

There are numerous obstacles that inhibit the rollout of 

garments made using recycled content. The main issue, 

however, is the consistent supply of the correct quality raw 

materials. Take for example a 100% polyester garment. This 

can be recycled easily as polyester is the main and only 

component. However, very few garments are made of only 

one component within the consumer market, and in the 

technical PPE market, this is extremely rare.

Facing the challenge of end-of-life 
recycling  
Today GORE-TEX garments are designed to be highly durable, 

comfortable and fit for use, which means using multiple materials. 

This makes them more complex to recycle than a product made 

out of one material, for example. GORE-TEX garment recycling 

W. L. Gore & Associates
According to Life Cycle Assessment (ISO 14040) extending the 

longevity, or useful life, of a product is the single most influential 
factor to improve its environmental impact.
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was first explored back in 1993 through the Gore Balance 

project, however, at this time, no commercial option for 

recycling GORE-TEX garments exists. There are also 

numerous other challenges 

in garment recycling, such 

as managing effective 

garment collection.

Today, end-of-life recycling 

has many barriers. Technical 

safety garments have 

multiple components, so 

recycling these garments is 

complicated, time-consuming, 

often cost-prohibitive, and 

comes with a footprint. In 

addition, the end-of-life 

recycling process of complex, 

multi-material products 

comes with an increased CO2 

emission, energy consumption 

and water usage. 

Based on Life Cycle 

Assessment studies, the most 

responsible way to currently 

dispose of a GORE-TEX 

garment is through energy 

recovery by incineration.

As an innovation-led company, 

Gore continues to explore 

options relating to the circular 

economy. To that end, we are 

collaborating with, amongst 

others, the Ellen MacArthur 

Foundation.

Elevating the life-cycle: durability 
The best way to ensure that procurers reduce their 

environmental footprint 

and save money at the 

same time is to procure 

products that offer 

durability and longevity. 

Simply put, the longer products are in use, the lower the 

environmental footprint will be. Durable products not only 

help the environment but also typically reduce costs per 

year of use. 

One durable garment is 

more cost-effective than 

purchasing several lesser 

quality garments which 

need to be replaced 

more frequently. If you 

factor into the cost of a 

less expensive garment 

and the extra hidden 

costs, including storage, 

supply, administration 

and disposal, then one 

durable garment will 

save more money than 

needing to purchase 

several lesser quality 

products with a short 

garment life.

Gore Fabrics 

commissioned Intertek, 

an international 

assurance, inspection, 

product testing and 

certification company to 

develop a methodology 

for life cycle costing 

(LCC). The objective of 

this new methodology 

is to allow buyers 

in a tender to know 

which offer is the most economically 

advantageous 

tender.

Gore Fabrics Division: Sustainability 
Framework
The Gore Fabrics Division has implemented a Sustainability 
Framework which is informed by global trends and the 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, a set 
of worldwide accepted goals leveraged by many global 
companies as a “blueprint” to achieve a better world.

The Sustainability Framework can be summarised as: 

Protect x Prolong = Perform.
PROTECT: For Gore Products for Professional Use division, 
protecting people stands for improving societal value and 
ensuring a fair and safe working place. Protecting the planet 
stands for reducing contributions to climate change and 
chemical impacts, including STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX, 
bluesign® system partner, ISO14001 and a commitment to 
further reduce or eliminate PFCs of environmental concern. 
Also important here is creating sustainable product 
innovations with a low environmental footprint, for example, 
through using solution dyed yarns and recycled materials.  

PROLONG: Prolonging product life means maximising 
product durability by applying a scientific Life Cycle 
approach (ISO 14044) and pursuing initiatives that help 
extend material life, such as implementing a new Life Cycle 
Costing model and supporting leasing or rental businesses.

PERFORM: This stands for our commitment that our products 
and initiatives help the individual, society, business, and the 
environment.

www.goretexprofessional.com

janderss@wlgore.com

+44 (0) 777 400 5746

/showcase/gore-tex-professional
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HOW DO WE MEASURE FABRIC?

Since the first CORDURA® fabric rolled out of a mill more than  
50 years ago, we have made fabrics that endure. And, because 
they are long-lasting and need to be replaced less often, they can 
contribute to building a more sustainable world for all of us. 

It’s why we’ve launched The CORDURA® Three Pillars Sustainability 
Program. Each Pillar underpins an aspect of our business:  
Product, Process and Partnership. 

And each reflects our view of the role of business in society: to 
create products and services people need, but to do so responsibly. 
This means finding ways to use fewer resources, operate safely, 
protect the environment and always act ethically. Mindful of the 
Earth’s complex ecosystems, we constantly aim to improve and 
innovate – both in what we make and how we make it. 

Discover more at CORDURA.com/sustainability

One in a series of stories in our Three Pillars Sustainability Program 

Sustainability Begins 
With Products That LastTM

© 2020 INVISTA. CORDURA and the CORDURA logo are trademarks of INVISTA.



Sustainability has been at the core of 
the CORDURA® brand since it was 
founded over 50 years ago, designing 

apparel and gear products with endurance, 
versatility, and performance in mind. 

Because CORDURA® fabrics are long-lasting and need to be 

replaced less often, they can contribute to building a more 

sustainable world for all of us.

The world has clearly changed. People are rightly demanding 

more from what they wear and want to feel good about 

what they buy; they are conscious that their choices have an 

environmental impact. At 

work, and at leisure, we 

are all being challenged 

to think about how 

and where we can use 

resources more efficiently 

to help protect the planet. 

New generations of the 

workforce are quickly 

becoming more invested 

in environmental issues 

and are tracking emerging 

sustainable practices and 

paying attention to exactly what goes into what they’re buying. 

They want to hear about steps brands are taking right now that 

can have an actual impact – proven outcomes that demonstrate 

we can implement change today.

For the CORDURA® brand, it has always meant constantly 

innovating, keeping products and materials in use for as long as 

possible. CORDURA® supports a focus on making the best use of 

resources and driving towards reducing waste.

From a foundational perspective, it recently introduced The 

CORDURA® Three Pillars Sustainability Program. This identifies the 

three core sectors PRODUCT, PROCESS and PARTNERSHIP, taking 

action towards a more sustainable future.

As part of the 

CORDURA® Three 

Pillars Sustainability 

The CORDURA® 3 Pillars Sustainability Program
Program, the company is developing recycled solutions as well as 

looking at changes in manufacturing processes to help reduce the 

use of water and energy – such as the CORDURA® TRUELOCK™ 

fabrics, which have locked-in colour fastness. 

Driving innovation: CORDURA® ECO fabric
Late last year, CORDURA® announced the expansion of the 

CORDURA® ECO fabric line through the introduction of Recycled 

CORDURA® Nylon ‘Reclaimed to Resilient’ technology for technical 

bags and footwear. This line is made from 100% recycled, high 

quality yarn and is an extension of the current recycled Polyester 

‘Discarded to Durable’ CORDURA® Eco fabrics made from post-

consumer waste such as plastic bottles and packaging. Both 

collections are supported 

by GRS (Global Recycle 

Standard) certifications 

and are targeted at less 

landfill waste and longer-

lasting products that need 

to be replaced less often. 

The CORDURA® brand 

is proud to have an 

established a global 

network of partners 

making CORDURA® 

fabrics. They are driving 

change to meet sustainability goals and engage with many 

independent certification bodies such as bluesign® and Global 

Recycled Standard (GRS). 

Designing with Purpose starts with the creation of durable 

fabrics for a more sustainable world. Emotionally durable 

products embed sustainability and encourage hand-me-down 

culture, rewear, and promote circular design.

CORDURA® values relationships that are respectful and 

enduring and have had the distinct privilege to team up with 

many complimentary fibre brands such as the Lenzing Tencel™ 

brand and Dupont’s Sorona® and Susterra® brands to deliver 

innovative, sustainable, and long-lasting solutions.

HOW DO WE MEASURE FABRIC?

Since the first CORDURA® fabric rolled out of a mill more than  
50 years ago, we have made fabrics that endure. And, because 
they are long-lasting and need to be replaced less often, they can 
contribute to building a more sustainable world for all of us. 

It’s why we’ve launched The CORDURA® Three Pillars Sustainability 
Program. Each Pillar underpins an aspect of our business:  
Product, Process and Partnership. 

And each reflects our view of the role of business in society: to 
create products and services people need, but to do so responsibly. 
This means finding ways to use fewer resources, operate safely, 
protect the environment and always act ethically. Mindful of the 
Earth’s complex ecosystems, we constantly aim to improve and 
innovate – both in what we make and how we make it. 

Discover more at CORDURA.com/sustainability

One in a series of stories in our Three Pillars Sustainability Program 

Sustainability Begins 
With Products That LastTM

© 2020 INVISTA. CORDURA and the CORDURA logo are trademarks of INVISTA.

INVISTA CORDURA® 
Brand
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As a leading provider of high-
tech functional materials used in 
apparel, workwear, and technical 

applications, the company has amassed 30 
years of experience, with its establishment 
in 1986. 
Headquartered in Unterföhring, Germany, Sympatex 

representatives are stationed in over 20 countries. Sympatex 

develops, produces and markets membranes, laminates, 

functional textiles and finished products across the world, 

with selected partners boosting the company’s already 

prominent profile. 

The dynamic Sympatex membrane
Sympatex Technologies harnesses different strategies to 

embed recycled 

materials in its 

various laminates 

and membranes. 

The renowned 

Sympatex special 

membrane is 100% 

waterproof, windproof 

and remarkably 

breathable, absorbing 

and removing water 

vapour by its dynamic 

“breathing” function. 

The company reuses production wastage for subsequent 

development into a recycled membrane, which significantly 

lowers resource use and pollution. Thanks to pre-consumer 

recycling, Sympatex curbs the disposal of production waste by 

investing it directly back into the production loop, resulting in 

a 15% reduction of material use and energy usage. 

Sympatex ensures grade purity by utilising recycled polyester 

in outer fabrics and linings, thus making recycling economically 

feasible. Instead of depending on virgin resources, Sympatex 

innovates with recycled PET bottles to compose its primary 

materials. By 2030, the company aims to use 100% of recycled 

polyesters from a closed fibre-to-fibre textile loop. 

As a pioneer in the field of mono outdoor and sportswear 

materials, Sympatex is determined to fully close the loop 

approach for all of its products by 2030. The functional 

specialist is also a core member of the wear2wear™ 

consortium, an innovative partnership of companies 

committed to running their businesses in a sustainable and 

environmentally- friendly manner. Along with other partners, 

Sympatex puts forth a unique individual contribution to the 

closed textile loop, working tirelessly on new developments to 

integrate the feedstock from the circular business model by 

2022.  

Transforming the design process 
Sympatex recognises that the industry’s finishing and 

dyeing processes form approximately 20% of the world’s 

industrial water contamination. In 2018, the company 

introduced a new line of jet dyed laminates through 

colouring technology, enhancing both performance and 

sustainability credentials. 

This environmentally 

friendly process 

involves the 

application of 

colouring pigments 

whilst fibres 

are being spun. 

Compared to 

standard methods 

which dye the 

finished material, 

jet dyeing uses up 

to 75% less water 

and curbs chemical usage by up to 90%.

Sympatex firmly believes that single-yarn garments are the 

perfect way to ensure the successful recycling of textiles in 

the short term. However, the necessity of clear guidelines 

and restrictions on materials, adhesive and dyeing have never 

been more pressing. 

The industry must return to its roots and re-evaluate the 

necessity of harmful procedures, constantly developing and 

improving new materials which can be recycled on both 

economical and eco-friendly terms.

In collaboration with wear2wear™, Sympatex is working on a 

digital based platform according to Design2Recycle guidelines, 

which seeks to improve the output of fibre-to-fibre recycling, 

assisting other brands in overcoming the limitations of current 

recycling technologies for textiles.

Sympatex Technologies
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Sympatex lays the ideal foundation for meeting this goal with 

the 100% recycled, PTFE- and PFC-free Sympatex membrane 

which has been completely climate-neutral since 2017. 

The pioneer in the 

field of sustainable 

functional textiles has 

already offered its 

first laminates made 

from used, circular 

textile materials since 

2020. Sympatex aims 

to source at least half 

of the raw materials 

required for its functional 

laminates from a circular 

textile supply chain 

within the next 5 years, becoming 100% circular by 2030.

Sympatex also shows exciting new developments in bio-

based materials for its membrane, setting new standards for 

sustainability in functional textiles. It has announced that as early 

as this year, over 25% of raw materials required for its membrane 

will be converted from bio-based sources, originating from various 

organic waste streams (based 

on mass balancing). 

At the same time, Sympatex will 

ensure that the membrane not 

only retains its high performance 

breathability, water-proof and 

wind-proof capabilities, but also remains fully recyclable at the 

end of its life cycle.

The imperative to recycle
Even with the current, limited state of recycling technologies, 

Sympatex has already demonstrated proof of concept 

with different projects and has tested diverse recycling 

technologies. 

Sympatex presented its first outdoor jacket made from 30% 

fibre and 70% rPet material in 2020, using Sympatex material as 

the main feedstock for this collection.

Scaling obstacles in recycling
Unfortunately, the low quality of most end-of-life textiles 

means that they are not fit for recycling, with fast fashion 

business models only 

exacerbating the negative 

effect. The existence 

of limited recycling 

procedures for blended 

fibres means that many 

materials like elastane 

and PTFE are ending up in 

landfills and degrading the 

planet.

The limited state of 

recycling technologies 

means that they are not yet 

suitable to fit industrial cases, with only a select few players in 

the market planning to scale up with higher volume within the 

next few years. 

Sympatex is collaborating with the industry’s top players to 

optimise its already innovative product range and surpass 

recycling requirements. The company stresses the importance 

of constant research and 

development in order to embed 

reusable qualities into textiles.

Recyclability must be the main 

criteria for certification and 

legislation inside the textiles 

industry. Unfortunately, there is currently no certificate on the 

market that guarantees a proportion of material content is 

recyclable or reusable. It is a necessity for political players to 

push legislation on Extended Producer Responsibility in order 

to support companies and technologies which are already 

working on innovative solutions to propel the industry forward.

The future for Sympatex Technologies
Sympatex is constantly working on procedures to integrate 

fibre-to-fibre feedstock into its existing portfolio, as well 

as developing new laminates for outdoor, sportswear and 

corporatewear. The company pledges a commitment to closing 

the ecological loop in the functional textiles industry by 2030. 

Sympatex Technologies is a pioneer in sustainable 
functional textiles, with a mission to close the textiles loop 

once and for all.

Recyclability must be the main criteria 

for certification and legislation inside 

the textiles industry.
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Wear2wear™ is a dynamic and 
transformational industry 
partnership between European 

companies dedicated to foregrounding 
sustainable and environmentally- friendly 
policies, to close the textile loop, once and 
for all. 

The wear2wear™ concept pioneers high- quality and ethical 

textiles that are manufactured with state-of-the-art production 

systems using recycled textiles 

from across Europe. 

This dynamic collaborative 

project ensures that textiles 

are 100% recyclable at the end 

of their life cycle, completely 

sealing the raw material 

loop. Thanks to the inventive 

and creative ethos of the 

wear2wear™ initiative, textiles 

can be upcycled to manufacture 

novel apparel products.

Transforming the 
value chain and 
increasing product 
lifespan
wear2wear™ pinpoints the 

excessive consumer spending 

facilitated by fast fashion 

brands as a major problem in 

our resource-dependent world. As retailers focus on volume 

production with low-price strategies, they significantly decrease 

the value awareness of clothing and textiles, leading to 

irresponsible disposal methods. Not only is the true value of 

textiles deteriorating with this business model, but the lifespan 

of the garments is significantly decreasing, leading to an ever-

growing vicious cycle of wasted resources and higher emissions.

To effectively counteract the problems of excessive resource 

consumption, unconscious production, and waste disposal, 

wear2wear™ puts forth a more responsible approach - not 

only by changing the product itself, but also by embedding 

improvements within its value chain. 

There are a few important factors that are necessary to enforce 

sustainable production and prolong a product’s lifespan. These 

include a careful selection of chemicals and processes that are 

not harmful to the environment, the conscious use of materials, 

and the consideration of recycling possibilities and potential 

textile waste from the beginning of the manufacturing process. 

Here, the principle of a circular economy and defining a recycling 

concept can contribute significantly to lengthen a product’s 

lifespan. 

Driving innovation through design2recycle
Designing and producing 

textiles that are both 

functional and recyclable is 

the driving motivation of the 

wear2wear™ “design2recycle” 

concept. The requirements 

to ensure the recyclability 

of a garment are high and 

complex. 

The textiles used must be as 

homogeneous as possible, so 

that at the end of their life 

cycle and after dismantling, 

they can be sorted as 

such, shredded into small 

pieces, processed again into 

granulates and these spun 

into new yarns. The recycled 

yarn can then be used to 

produce new textile fabrics, 

completing the textile cycle and minimising waste.

The wear2wear™ consortium, the initiative of various industrial 

partners from the European textile industry, have defined 

the necessary steps of a circular textile system and are able 

to recycle textile products that have been designed and 

manufactured in accordance with the developed design2recycle 

standards. 

In order to display their achievements with a tangible product, 

a revolutionary rain jacket was developed, using a three-layer 

laminate, consisting of a 100% polyester and homogeneous 

composition which is fully recyclable. 

wear2wear™

A leap towards a circular economy – a fully recyclable rain jacket – 
revolutionises the clothing industry. 

Designing and producing textiles that 

are both functional and recyclable is the 

driving motivation of the wear2wear™ 

“design2recycle” concept.
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Furthermore, its functionality, namely water-repellent and 

water-proof capabilities from the outside to the inside - as 

well as its ability to be permeable to water vapour and heat 

from the inside to the outside - has been maintained. 

Following the innovative design2recycle principle, the zipper 

is attached using patented sewing thread and can easily be 

removed and reused when recycling the garment. The front 

pockets of the jacket can be closed using magnets, 

which can also easily be extracted 

using a strong magnet prior 

to the recycling 

process. 

To validate the recycling process, the revolutionary 

jacket was run through each individual recycling step 

on a production scale. The dismantled jacket, resulting 

in its homogeneous textile components, was shred and 

reprocessed to granules. With a yield of roughly 30% (in 

terms of usable grade) these again were spun into recycled 

yarn and again incorporated into new textile fabrics, which 

then were used to produce new jackets.

In order to demonstrate the advantages of a circular 

economy over a linear one, a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) 

was carried out based on the example of the described 

rain jacket by Empa (Swiss Federal Institute for 

Materials and Technology).

Defying expectations: the 
revolutionary rain jacket
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An LCA is a systematic analysis of the environmental impact 

of products along their entire life cycle; from the production of 

raw materials (extraction of crude oil), through the use phase 

(washing and drying), to the end-of-life (incineration). Thanks to 

Empa’s years of experience in the area of   LCA and the circular 

economy, it was clear from the start that closing material 

loops is not always the best idea; it can even have negative 

consequences. 

The reasons for this are extensive and often only reveal 

themselves upon closer analysis. For example, using recycled 

materials can reduce the lifetime of some products due to 

quality losses and therefore increase rather than reduce overall 

material consumption. In addition, an increasing amount of 

product assessments only pay 

attention to greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions and ignore 

other important environmental 

issues such as water pollution 

or biodiversity loss. Hence, 

the wear2wear™ LCA included eleven environmental impact 

categories such as GHG emissions, ozone depletion potential or 

water consumption, to ensure that impacts are not simply shifted 

from one place to another.

An exceptional environmental impact
After a few months of data collection and analysis, the results 

were ready, showing that the rain jacket tremendously improves 

the environmental performance among all eleven included 

impact categories compared to conventional functional jackets. 

While 30% less GHG emissions are emitted compared to the 

production of conventional jackets, the ecotoxicity effect (a 

calculated index that reflects the potential harm of a unit of 

chemical released into the environment) is reduced by more 

than 60%. The main reason for this positive outcome is that a 

significant part of the jackets materials are reused or recycled, 

therefore, primary material production is avoided. However, 

the conducted LCA did not just underpin the environmental 

superiority of the jacket, but also highlighted room for 

improvement, pushing even stronger for integrating renewable 

energy systems into the entire supply chain. 

Reviewing the challenges to the 
circular textiles industry:
Despite the progress that has been shown by the wear2wear™ 

pioneers, there are still challenges that stand in the way of a 

holistic circular economy:

Firstly, there will always be material losses along the supply 

chain. Many different mechanisms, such as dispersion, dilution, 

contamination and degradation, inevitably transform materials 

into a state where they essentially lose their quality grade for 

technical use and thus material cycles cannot be fully closed. 

Secondly, the recycling 

process has its limitations, 

especially when it comes to 

textiles that are made of mixed 

fibres. 

Thirdly, the accumulation of hazardous substances like flame-

retardants can hinder circular economy business models. 

Therefore, it becomes increasingly important to substitute such 

hazardous substances in future, or to design “clean cycles,” 

and safe “final sinks” that systematically remove and dispose of 

such substances before, during and after recycling. 

A significant effort is required to transform the textile industry, 

as both time and resources are running out. On a positive note, 

textiles pioneers around the globe are continuously producing 

innovative ideas to tackle the most pressing issues of our time, 

and we must encourage these initiatives. 

As wear2wear™ partners have proven, we can only get there 

by working together for a common goal. 

A significant effort is required to 
transform the textile industry, as both 
time and resources are running out. 

Implementing a
Life Cycle Analysis
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APT Fabrics
Stanley Russell, Founder of APT Fabrics, has forged a distinguished 
career as an expert consultant developing award-winning and high-

performance technical textiles. 

Specialising in PPE for the emergency 
services sector, APT Fabrics has been 
examining the circular textiles economy 

for the past eight years. 

APT Fabrics looks to the future, researching technological 

innovations and designing a range of waterproof hi-visibility 

clothing, meeting EN20471 and EN343 standards whilst being 

circular-ready. 

The monofibre hi-visibility clothing range is made in the UK from 

100% polyester and is fully recyclable at its end-of-life, with the 

exception of its glass bead technology used for reflective tapes.

Innovative microwave technology: 
Wear2® thread 
As a renowned problem-solving company, APT Fabrics has 

sourced a specialised 

Wear2® thread which is 

dissolved using leading 

C-TECH microwavable 

technology. C-TECH is a 

prominent scientific and 

technology company 

dedicated to research 

and development in the 

UK. When the hi-visibility 

clothing range is directed 

into the microwave, the 

reflective panels become 

detached and are easily 

removable. This reduces 

the need for labour-

intensive, time-consuming, 

and expensive cutting 

procedures to separate 

the recyclable, monofibre 

garments from non-

recyclable reflective tapes. 

The Wear2® sewing thread 

means that various textiles 

and accessories like tags, 

labels, zippers, buttons, 

and visibility tape are separated within 60 seconds with minimal 

damage, preparing the textile for the next stage of processing. 

In order to ensure that end-of-life products are transformed into 

raw material for a new product, they must be separated into 

monofibre flows. WEAR2GO’s integrated microwave technology 

ensures that old textiles are converted into new revenue streams, 

promoting a closed-loop system with circularity at its core.

Collaboration with University College 
Cork
In addition, APT Fabrics has collaborated with the internationally 

renowned and research-led University College Cork to prove that 

its hi-visibility clothing can be separated and broken down in a 

chemical recycling process, back into raw material to close the 

textiles loop.

Overcoming workwear security 
concerns to 
recycling 
A fellow of the Textiles 

Institute with over 40 years 

of experience, Stanley 

highlights the importance 

of adequate collection 

agencies to collect end-

of-life garments in order 

to prompt recycling on 

a mass scale. Industry-

wide recycling initiatives 

are integral to securing a 

circular textiles loop, but 

they also promote savings 

for the end-user, who 

can avoid landfill charges 

by utilising the help of 

collection organisations. 

It is universally known 

that workwear companies 

often pay to dispose of 

old uniforms, however, 

collection agencies can 

offer better value for their 

services. 
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A fundamental element of 

circular textiles is treating 

waste as an invaluable 

resource. Efficient 

separate collection 

systems and material 

recovery facilities must 

guarantee that resources 

are reused to their full 

potential through the 

recovery of good quality 

materials. 

Some emergency services 

workwear is incinerated or 

sent straight to landfill as 

opposed to being recycled 

or reused due to security concerns. In this scenario, collection 

companies must utilise reliable and secure warehouse facilities 

to reassure public sector companies that their privacy is 100% 

protected. It is imperative that suppliers capable of distributing 

garments on a mass scale set up collection points for end-of-

life garments – it only requires a matter of resolve. In addition, 

the earliest stage of tenders should compel companies to 

consider and plan the end-of-life stage for high-security 

workwear.

The prevalence of greenwashing obscures genuine efforts to 

progress towards recyclability and reuse in the industry. 

Stanley does not adopt a one-product-does-all approach, 

instead, he specifically gears products to where they are 

most required. The Founder of APT, Stanley Russell personally 

consulted on the last four winning tenders for the firefighter 

market, each with bespoke, innovative designs..

The emergency services: opportunities 
to recycle and reuse
Flame retardant fabric is designed to be durable and 

abrasion-resistant due to exposure to chemical contaminants 

and other risks encountered 

by firefighters across the 

world. Mixed fibres with 

inherent flame protection 

are prevalent in fire suits, 

which means that at 

the end-of-life, mixed 

fibre raw material could 

be utilised in any and 

all areas requiring fire 

protection, whether 

in ceilings, aircraft, or 

thermal insulation in 

buildings. 

These potential 

areas for reuse are 

often overlooked or 

conducted on a very 

small scale level. 

However, it presents 

a dynamic business opportunity, in need of financing and 

manufacturing operations on a broader, industry-wide 

level. It is key to remember that pilot operations are only 

expensive when carried out on a small-scale stage; once 

operations are scaled up with significant investment, they 

turn into circular business opportunities.

When a fire suit reaches its end-of-life, there is the 

opportunity to shred its components down into fibre 

material in the form of cotton wool, ready to be upcycled 

into another product altogether. However, this requires 

meticulous washing and sterilisation procedures to ensure 

that the gear is safe to handle. 

This comes with the implicit acknowledgement that 

reflective tapes, zips, and other accessories must be 

removed prior to this process. Notably, Ballyclare testing 

has proven the effective removal of 99.99% of contaminants 

found in firefighter gear.

All of this proves that there is a use for almost every type of 

material out there.

www.aptfabrics.com

+44 (0)785 406 4324

aptfabrics@gmail.com

/Aclimatise

/Aclimatise

/in/stanley-russell-967a2020
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Decontex®

Decontex has a self-prescribed mission of protecting firefighters, police, first-
responders, and other essential workers by creating a system that thoroughly 
decontaminates PPE uniforms after each intervention, significantly reducing 

exposure to toxic components.

In collaboration with premium detergent 
and machine manufacturers, Decontex 
deploys a unique decontamination process 

using liquid CO2. 

Liquid CO2 is notable for penetrating into the deepest textile 

fibres, loosening and removing even the most harmful and 

toxic of particles. The ISO-certified process guarantees an 

exceptional quality of treatment with a fixed lead time of up 

to 72 hours. It is a remarkably sustainable technology capable 

of completing the entire product life cycle with minimal 

damage to PPE and workwear.

“The result of the liquid CO2 technology was unimaginable: all 

of the toxic substances had disappeared from the clothes,” 

says Thomas Verminck, CEO of Decontex. 

“Sustainable and good for the environment, LCO2 is a gas 

that liquefies at the right pressure and temperature. This way, 

LCO2 can combine the benefits of wet and dry cleaning. In 

addition, the basis for LCO2, the gas CO2 itself, is considered 

waste for many companies. CO2 can therefore be easily 

extracted and reused.”

Revolutionising dry cleaning:
liquid CO2

Liquid CO2 (LCO2) is an ideal alternative to 

perchloroethylene (PERC), a toxic cleaning solution used in 

traditional dry cleaning services. Research has shown that 

PERC can cause serious side effects even in small doses, if 

exposure is not properly controlled. 

In contrast, LCO2 is a completely non-toxic alternative 

that causes zero environmental contamination. As a by-

product of existing industrial processes, the reuse of liquid 

carbon dioxide ensures that there is no water waste in the 

product. 

DEFINITION FIREFIGHTER 
CCOONNTTAAMMIINNAATTIIOONN

• CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION :
• VOC’s 
• PAH’s
• DIOXINS
• CYANIDES

• BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION
• BACTERIA
• VIRUSES

• PHYSICAL CONTAMINATION
• ASBESTOS
• HEAVY METALS
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The process employs liquid CO2 as the primary solvent, as 

opposed to water, using recyclable cleaning agents. Carbon 

dioxide is naturally occurring and at room temperature, CO2 can 

exist in the form of a gas, used to carbonate drinks.

A technology to solve modern 
problems
Decontex addresses the modern challenges of technical 

workwear which is replete with chemical, biological and 

physical contaminants, including toxic components, virus, 

bacteria, fungi, odours and sweat. Emergency services 

workers across the world, particularly firefighters, run a greatly 

increased risk of cancer due to exposure to dangerous toxic 

substances that are potentially carcinogenic. 

The technology at Decontex was built over the course of three 

and a half years, initially tested in the local Flanders firefighter’s 

unit in Bruges, Belgium. 

Today, Decontex is servicing the industry as well as operational 

government services like firefighters, police departments, 

and first responders across Belgium, Netherlands, Northern 

France, and parts of Germany. In addition to fire suits, Decontex 

also thoroughly treats other contaminated textiles that are 

difficult to wash with water, such as bulletproof vests, leather 

motorcycle suits and hospital lead vests.

In December 2020, the company introduced a global rollout 

plan, extending their ingenious LCO2 technology to Livingstone, 

Scotland, and Poland, among others. With approval from 

Minimising contamination:
the cleanroom 
Decontex uses a strictly regulated cleanroom environment 

which ensures low levels of pollutants and chemical 

contaminants. This controlled work setting reduces 

particulate contamination and guarantees optimal 

protection for laundry workers, who are often exposed to 

highly contaminated textiles without adequate protection. 

To upkeep worker safety, clean air is circulated every 

two minutes to prevent cross-contamination. In addition, 

Decontex is proudly certified according to EU REACH 

legislation and the globally renowned OEKO-TEX standard. 
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the regulatory issues and disposal procedures of PERC. As the 

laundry drum only turns at 1 round per minute (RPM), textiles 

can be cleaned countless times without compromising on 

quality and durability, as there is no mechanical impact.

Expert infiltration technology
Fabric membranes that are designed to be difficult to 

penetrate with liquid are deposited into a large storage tank 

filled with liquid CO2, which has a density approximately 100 

times lower than water. This meticulous process is repeated 

nine to twelve times to ensure that dirt is thoroughly cleaned 

out. To round off the process, the liquid CO2 is deposited 

into a distillation tank for dirty CO2, which is recycled almost 

100 per cent in the following cleaning cycle, whilst the dirt is 

stored in a waste tank and sent to a certified company to treat 

toxic components.

Typically, killing bacteria requires a temperature of 90°C. 

However, Decontex technology removes bacteria in 15°C 

because temperature is not a parameter, unlike traditional dry 

cleaning services, which require a temperature of at least 90°C 

to effectively remove bacteria. 

Today, Decontex is the only technology able to remove spores 

of asbestos in worker garments, thanks to innovative research 

conducted at its laboratory in Germany, and is fully certified to 

defeat the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 

26 MAY 2021
T. VERMINCK 

CLEANROOM ISO 6 - BELGIUMCleanroom ISO 6 - Belgium

some of the biggest names in workwear, including W. L. Gore 

& Associates, PBI performance products, Dupont, 3M, TenCate. 

Decontex is poised to extend its sustainable cleaning solutions 

across the world, engaging directly with both end-users and 

high-level suppliers.

CO2 extraction technology based on 
NASA
The Decontex operation is intricate and highly specialist, based 

on NASA technology which sought to incorporate CO2 washing 

machines into Apollo rockets to wash professional spacesuits in 

the 1980s.

The Decontex process involves pressurising and liquifying CO2 

gas to make it a powerful solvent for cleaning contaminated 

PPE. At room temperature, CO2 can also exist in liquid form if 

kept in a closed system at an elevated pressure. In its gaseous 

form, carbon dioxide has a low surface tension, allowing it to 

function as a highly efficient cleaning tool when fused with 

washing detergents. The CO2 saturates textile fibres as the 

pressure is ramped up to fifty bars (to contextualise this, the 

average tire pressure of a car is just two bars).

After the dry cleaning process, the CO2 gas is safely stored in 

a storage tank for reuse. Even though the liquid CO2 cleaning 

process requires specialist machinery, it effectively eliminates 

LCO2 -
EXTRACTION 
TECHNOLOGY

CO2 extraction technology

www.decontex.com

info@decontex.com

+32 51 80 69 10
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Thank you for your support
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Jonathon Jones OBE, Advocate, Plimsoll

Tim Cross, Partner and Business Managing Director, Project Plan B

Sophie Scanlon, Design and Development, Project Plan B

Dr. Mark Sumner, Lecturer, Sustainability, Fashion & Retail, 
University of Leeds

Cyndi Rhoades, Founder, Worn Again Technologies

Jamie Hart, Regional Business Consultant, Avena Environmental

John Twitchen, Founder, Stuff4Life

Idrish Munshi, Brand Partner, DenimX®

Dr. David Hughes, Associate Professor, Department of 
Engineering, Teesside University

Alexandra Steger, Global Project Manager, Workwear, Lenzing 

Editorial contributions Robin Foulkes, Sustainability Specialist, W.L. Gore & Associates, 
Technical Oriented Fabrics Business 

Cynthia McNaull, Business Development Director, INVISTA 
CORDURA® Brand

Verena Bierling, PR & Marketing Manager, Sympatex Technologies

Kim Scholze, Chief Sustainable Community Manager, Sympatex 
Technologies

Dr. Annette Mark, Director, Fashion & design2recycle, wear2wear™ 
and Lecturer, STF Schweizerische Textilfachschule

Gregor Braun, Sustainability Manager, The University of Basel, 
and Research Associate, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials 
Science and Technology 

Stanley Russell, Founder, APT Fabrics

John Beelen, Entrepreneur, WEAR2GO

Thomas Verminck, CEO, Decontex
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Benjamin Von Wong’s work lies at 
the intersection of fantasy and 
photography and combines everyday 

objects with shocking statistics. 

It has attracted the attention of corporations, like 

Starbucks, Dell, and Nike, and has generated over 100 

million views for causes like ocean plastics, electronic waste, 

and fashion pollution. Most recently, he was named one of 

Adweek’s 11 content branded masterminds.

He is also the host of a Top 5% podcast called Impact 

Everywhere, and a creative advisor for the Sustainable 

Ocean Alliance and the Ocean Plastic Leadership Network.

Benjamin Von Wong

www.vonwong.com
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